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Atchley retirement
contract disclosed
Retiring president to receive approximately
$200,000 in salary and benefits
C H R I S T O P H E R S. S H U L T Z
Pacifican staff writer
The University will pay retiring
president Bill L.
Atchley approxi
mately $200,000
over two years as
part of a "golden
parachute" retire
ment agreement,
according to a fac
ulty member who
has been allowed to
see the contract.
"It's not any
thing extravagant,"
Atchley told The
Pacifican. "It's not
severance pay as
they want to call it.
I've got a job that
I'll be doing."
While the terms of the contract
were much less than many had ex
pected, faculty and students expressed

concern that the $200,000 could have
been used for many other things.
"When UOP is in a bad financial
situation, I believe
the students need
to question where
the money is going
to come from," said
Camron M. Bailey,
president
of
ASUOP. "How is
$200,000 going to
be cut from already
shrinking budgets
at UOP?"
Professor Peg
Ciccolella, chair
woman of the Aca
demic Council, was
allowed to review
the contract byBoard of Regents Chairman Bob
Monagan. Though she was not allowed
to photocopy the document, she pre-

See Atchley page 2

Publication promotes
Christ in bookstore bags
Bookstore welcomes publicity of all kinds
DORTHA INGHAM
Pacifican staff writer
You go to the bookstore and
stand there while the cashier rings up
your books: American Democracy—
$54.95, Calculus—$74.50, Marketing
Research—$61.35; the prices keep going.
You arrive home and dump your
books onto your bed. If you search
through the pamphlets and things in
your bag, you find an application for
student and teacher discounts on
popular magazine titles, an application
for a student Citibank card and a nevvspaper publication called "The
Splurge," published by the Christian

Fellowship Club - Chi Alpha.
"The Splurge" is a religious news
paper directed at how you feel about
God and "exactly how God the Father
has splurged on you," according to the
publication.
Bookstore officials said the Chris
tian Fellowship Club did not receive
any special treatment.
"If any other organization or
group brings a publication to thebook
store and wants to publicize it, we will
publicize it," said A1 Warren, bookstore
manager. "The University bookstore is
a gathering place for students."

See Christ page 2
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SUMMARY OF ATCHLEY
RETIREMENT CONTRACT
1. Retirement effective |une 30
1995. At the sole discretion of the Board of
Regents, Atchley may remain as president
until a successor is selected and confirmed
2. Atchley shall select an individual
to fill the position of chief administrator of
operations and business affairs upon terms
and conditions acceptable to the Board of
Regents.
3. Atchley shall determine a transi
tion action plan including such reorgani
zation of the administration as he deems
necessary...upon terms and conditions ac
ceptable to the Board of Regents.
4. Funding requirements for consult
ing agreements dated June 1, 1987. Pa
cific will pay an annual premium for a home
life insurance policy of $7,500 per year un
til Atchley's 65th birthday. Also $6,000 per
year to a reserve trust account at the Bank
of Stockton until his 65th birthday. (This is
a carryover of benefits that Atchley trans
ferred to UOP.)
5. Atchley shall act as a facilitator in
the presidential selection process at the dis
cretion of the University.
6. Atchley can retire in advance if
constructively prevented from discharging
the responsibilities of president and CEO
of Pacific. If his ability is impaired by ac
tions perpetrated or condoned, he can re
tire early with full compensation. Atchley
cannot exercise this option without proof
of documented instances where authority
is undermined or ability to manage is se
verely curtailed.
7. If Pacific desires Atchley to remain
as president after June 30, 1995, such ser
vice shall be at no cost to UOP for a period
not to exceed 90 days on a month-tomonth basis.
8. In recognition of Atchley's exper
tise and experience, there will be payment
of $75,000 a year (in quarterly install
ments), beginning June 1, 1995, for two
years, for representing UOP in obtaining
government educational grants and
fundraising.
9. To get marketing and public rela
tions assistance. Pacific will use it best ef
forts to raise $65,000 for independent con
tractors with expertise available to Pacific
and Atchley on an as-needed basis.
Signed by Bill L. Atchley
and Robert T. Monagan
August 9, 1994
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Atchley to work as fund-raiser in D.C.
continued from page 1
sented her extensive notes to the Aca
demic Council on Sept. 22.
Monagan denied requests by The
Pacifican to review the contract, but
confirmed that the details obtained by
the newspaper were substantially cor
rect.
Atchley refused to comment on
the specific terms of the contract, not
ing that he believes the contract should
be a private document between him
and the Board of Regents.
"I don't talk about personnel with
anybody, and so I don't think I should
tell about mine either," Atchley said.
CONTRACT DETAILS
Atchley will be paid $75,000 per
year for two years, according to
Ciccolella, about one-half of his current
salary. He will spend his time in Wash
ington D.C. attempting to procure gov
ernment and educational grantsfor the
University.
The $75,000 salary for two years,
combined with other benefits, will
make Atchley's total package will be
worth approximately $200,000.
Atchley plans to facilitate UOP-related grant applications in Washington
D.C. "We don't have a representative
in Washington and it's a long way from
here," Atchley noted.
Additionally, the contract says
Pacific will use its "best efforts" to raise
$65,000 for public relations and mar
keting assistance to Atchley and the
University on an as-needed basis.
"This was an outgrowth of all the
bad publicity related to the change in
the Board and the announced retire
ment of the president," Monagan said.
He said Regents have already agreed to
donate the $65,000.
Other details of the contract al
low Atchley to reorganize the adminis(ration and retire early if he is pre
vented from constructively discharging
the responsibilities of president.
Monagan assured The Pacifican that
t here is no intention that either of these
provisions will be used.
Another provision allows the
Board of Regents to retain Atchley on a
month-to-month basis.
"The only situation I can think of

is if the new president couldn't be here
until Aug. 1 or Sept. 1," Monagan said.
"In order to continue the day-to-day
operations, the Board might ask the
president to stay on for a short time.
RUMORS OF MILLION-DOLLAR
BUYOUT UNTRUE
Speculation existed that the con
tract would include up to $500,000 in
salary and benefits, including an apart
ment and office in Washington D.C,
health benefits for life, an automobile
allowance and other prerequisites.
"The rumor 1 had heard was about
a half-million dollars and expenses in
Washington D.C.," said Ciccolella.
Monagan assured her the contract
she reviewed was the only contract in
existence. "In a certain sense, knowl
edge of the contract is a kind of relief
because the dollar amount doesn't
meet the speculation," she said.
Joseph Levy, a professor at the
dental school, noted that the amount
of the contract was substantially less
than many had suspected.
"I think we ought to give credit
to (former Regents chairman) Dale
Redig for focusing on those side deals.
I think they aren't visible now because
Dale spotted those and raised holy
hell."
Redig, who was removed as chair
man of the Board of Regents last spring,
wrote an open letter to Monagan con
trasting the rumored amount of the
contract with tight budgets in nearly
every University department.
DISCLOSURE APPRECIATED
BY FACULTY
Ciccolella, chair of the academic
council, asked Monagan to see the con
tract soon after Atchley's May 10 retire
ment announcement.
"It was very helpful to have dis
closure by the Board and Bob
Monagan. The faculty appreciates it
very much," said Ciccolella.
"This sort of disclosure is impor
tant for the University. We all have a
vested interest in that relationship (the
president) and the termination of that
relationship," said Ciccolella. "We're
moving in the right direction with
fewer secrets and more disclosure."

Setting It Straight
We want to make sure the stories in this newspaper are
correct. If an error has been made, please contact us.
If you have additional comments, concerns or questions
about the content of the paper, contact Editor-in-Chief
Christopher S. Shultz or Managing Editor Rebecca
Nelson at 946-2115.

C

Christ

continued from page 1
Warren said the bags were not
stuffed by the bookstore staff. Chi Al
pha volunteered their own time on a
Saturday and stuffed the bags with their
publication.
A lot of groups on campus publi
cize through the bookstore. Warren said
if any Jewish, Muslim, Catholic, Bud
dhist or other religious affiliations want
to publicize through the bookstore, all
they have to do is clear it through him
first.
Chi Alpha president Brett Wilson
said "Everyone is welcome to come (to
Chi Alpha). Everyone can do some
thing; it's fun and we have a good
time."
The organization felt that the best
way to reach the campus was through
the bookstore because so many people
pass through the it. Other methods had

failed in previous years, officials saic
The whole hope in publicizing "n, cl
Splurge" was to welcome new % Po
man, transfers and everyone else wh
wants to learn what Chi Alpha hast
offer.
ato
Student reaction to the public cai
tion was generally favorable.
Th
"The 'getting to the food' map
helpful for people who don't live wt
Stockton, the campus map is helpful, Ca
the coupons are neat and the cartoon
are cute," said senior Melissa Griffin
"Anything promoting God an
Jesus is good," said one graduate sti
dent. "(It is) information for those aready interested and for those w|
don't know. If there were more of the
types of publications, there might \
less violence a n d o t h e r problems a'
campus—not for sure, but it's a poss
bility."
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Career Week provides students with options
C H A R L E S HINES

Pacifican staff writer
Students interested in finding out
,bout different aspects of prospective
-areers had the opportunity last week.
r'he Alumni Career Forum, the Co-op/
nternship Forum and the Career Fair
vere the highlights of UOP's annual
"areer Week.

"I'm a double major, sports manigement and sports medicine," senior
iammy Contreras told the Stockton
(ecord. "But I'm not going to limit

myself. I'll take anything."
The Co-op/Internship forum,
held on Tuesday, Sept. 20, featured stu
dent/employer/faculty interaction.
The forum was an attempt to provide
undergraduates and graduates with
information regarding the importance
of internships and co-ops in the work
force.
"The 25 students who attended
the forum seemed to enjoy it," said
Jody Smith, facilitator of co-op/internThe Alumni Career Forum was

lis? Harden ami Michelle Wislmian discussed their career opportunities for Cellular One with
representative Stacy Welin during last week 's ( areer I aire.
Photo by I )arren M. Anthonovich

held on Wednesday, Sept. 21. Over a
dozen alumni in professions such as
banking administration, advertising
and writing gave individual testimony
to the nuances of their particular fields.
"The talk went extremely well,
from the alumni's reactions," said Burt
Nadler, director of career services. Still,
he wished more students had partici
pated.
The Career Fair on Thursday, Sept.
22 brought in local business represen
tatives and UOP alumni to provide in
formation on various career fields. The
fair was useful as a resource for future
career options.
Dozens of employers - ranging
from the Women's Center to Starbucks
Coffee to the Franchise lax Board came to the UOP Career Fair last Thurs
day to attract potential employees.
Recruiter Alvaro Hernandez did
not see many students at the state Fran
chise Tax Board table. "I'm sure it's go
ing to pick up eventually," Hernandez
said.
Both employers and students
considered the fair a success, according
to Nadler, but there were some con
cerns over the lack of representation of
all career options.
"Some professions do not actively
recruit employees, so representation
would be hard to come by," Nadler said.
"The Career Fair was designed to
give direction to students in regard to
their professional aspirations, but it is
not a job fair. The search for a job be
gins with follow-ups to already decided
goals."

peaker, teacher highlight COP Convocation
Reinelt receives
distinguished
teaching award
2J°CHITL GARCIA
Qcifica staff writer
n
fend statt! !!Ulrsda>'' students, faculty
re(' togcther to take part
n thk
W?SCollege of
'""vocation.

the

Pacific Fall

iesoiW ( °nVocation is one of a seyear.
Station , lv'des included the prerhursdavNtS !.0|) organizes each

l,ty

nSbor'leachingAward t()a fac"

ear's rprfSS°r
Awa^, °f

eaching

^einelt was this
the 1)istl"guislied

nd ded!!'VS°r ^°'nelt's hard work
lakes him '°n diward his students
rthis award'" lndisPutable recipient
Cornmented one of his

( OP Dean Robert Benedetti announced philosophy professor Herb Reinelt as this year 's Fay and
Alex (I. Spanos Distinguished Teaching Award recipient at Fall Convocation.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen

Ronald K.L. Collins, a lawyer and
the president of the Center for the
Study of Commercialism, lectured on
ee -ii-rxi -Gem-m-u-nieat-ifttr-

From the marketplace of ideas to the
marketplace of images," following the
awards pKkerntahom
„
—

Rail service
coming to
Stockton

I

; *•

MELISSA D U D L E Y
Pacifican staff writer
What's faster than a speeding
bullet and will cost close to $30,000
to run for one week?
It's the new plush, first-class,
eight-car train now on experimen
tal runs across the country.
Earlier this summer, the San
Joaquin Regional Rail Commission
was working on a deal for a oneweek demonstration of train service
from Stockton to San Jose. San
Joaquin County officials see this as
a way to show the estimated 30,000
commuters of the Altamont Pass
that the rail service does work.
Their mission is to have twoyear experimental commuter train
service by 1996, and then perma
nent service to the Bay Area, Sacra
mento and other Northern Califor
nia destinations. The train is esti
mated to travel at speeds in excess
of 150 miles per hour.
Jack Ybarra, president of
Transmetrics, a San Jose-based company working with the Spanish
manufacturers of the "Talgo" train,
told the Stockton Record that he
plans to bring the train to Califor
nia for two weeks in October.
The train would operate in San
Joaquin County for the first week
and in Los Angeles for the second.
The train is in the United States so
the Spanish manufacturers can pro
mote their technology.
"1 think it sounds great. It
seems to he cost and time efficient,
and if people do take advantage of
this, it might encourage' students
from all over to visit and learn about
the campus," said Alex McDavid,
UOP Assistant Dean of Admissions.
McDavid, who supervises cam
pus tours and visits said, "Last year
we had half a dozen students who
traveled by train to visit the campus
on Profile Day, and what most
people don't realize is that Stockton
is halfway in between San Francisco,
Yosemite, Lake Tahoe and Santa
Cruz. I think it sounds like a fun way1
to travel."
"1 would definitely ride the
train if it was economical," freshman
Christine Colton said. "1 think that
something like this is good for col
lege students especially, because it
would be a good way to save money.
It would also benefit the environ
ment because it would decrease the
amount of air pollution caused by
cars."
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
Burglary
On Sept.17between 3-11 a.m.,
someone entered the Omega Phi Al
pha fraternity house and took several
pictures, composites and miscella
neous memorabilia.
An auto burglary occurred on
Sept 20 in which a CD player was
taken from a parked, locked vehicle.

Theft

On Sept. 15 between 1 - 6 p.m.,
a men's 10-speed bicyde was taken
from the area of the School of Phar
macy.
Another bicyde was taken from
the Classroom Building on Sept. IS
between 5:30 - 8:15 p.m. It was a
men's 21-speed Aspen model.
Also on Sept. 15, a parking per

mit (decal) was taken from a vehide
parked in Lot #4 (Long Theater).
On Sept. 16, a red Rock Hopper
mountain bike was taken from the
School of Pharmacy between 10 a.m. 4:10 p.m.
A Public Safety police bicyde was
taken from Fraternity Circle while an
officer was investigating a traffic acddent.
A portable radio/transceiver was
stolen from the Long Theater on Sept.
17 or 18. It is valued at $1,000.
On Sept. 19, an orange fanny
pack was taken froma desk in Psychol
ogy.
Another bicyde was taken from
the library on Sept. 19 between 3 - 7
Sometime between Sept. 14 -19,
a golf cart was taken from the stadium.

It was later recovered.
Someone tried to remove the let
ters from the front door of the Delta
Gamma sorority house.

Vandalism

On Sept. 18, graffiti was discov
ered on tire foot bridge.
More graffiti was found in a men s
restroom at McCaffrey Center on Sept.
18

Sometime on Sept. 17 - 20, die
window of a parked vehicle was
smashed.
Another window smashing oc
curred on Sept. 20 to a vehide parked
in Lot #23 (Music Conservatory).

Trespass

on campus for trespassing. He has
vious arrests for trespassing and!
gtery-

Possession of
stolen property

A juvenile wascaught in posses
sion Of a stolen bicyde on campus on
Sept. 18 in Parking Lot #13 (by the
Cowell Health Center).

Arrests

On Sept. 18, a subject was ar
rested on an outstanding "no bail"
warrant He was transported to the
County Jail.
Another subject was a
when he ran from the scene OF a traf
fic accident on Sept. 20.

R>r less than a (iollar a da^
both will give pi the power yii need to
survive this semester.

With an Apple Computer Loan, itS now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh' personal
computer. In fact, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac" for
as little as $23 per month.' Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computeroffers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this gpod, itis the best time ever to a
i |'
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best? xtTJOlG

UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS
in the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
......typleDcsign, MacandPowerMacintosh are trademarks of
' to change without notice. Secwur.tppie Campus Reseller or representative
«% ^ ^ qpp j j
8-year loan term with no prepayment
subject to credit appror-aL
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There's still
time to get
money for this
semester from
Citibank.

In Brief
McCaffrey Center
Open House and
Activities Faire today

The McCaffrey Center Open
UHouse and Activities Faire will be held
oday at the McCaffrey Center from 10
* Lm. - 2 p.m. The event will feature
lg ;ames, contests, vendors and UOP
lubs and organizations. There will also
ie a barbecue at Bomar Commons
From 11:15 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. The menu
1include such items as BBQ chicken,
Italian sausage sandwich, corn on the
:ob, tossed green salad and brownies.
|The barbecue costs $4.24 + tax for
idults, $2.87 for children and $3.81 on
Express card for faculty and staff.

Stockton's Business
Leadership Summit to
feature well-known speakers
I
The Business Leadership Summit
Ivill premiere Saturday, Oct. 8 at the
1Warren Atherton Auditorium on the
I>an Joaquin Delta College campus in
jitockton. The Summit will be an anI tual conference of major business,
j tolitical, media, sports and entertainInent personalities speaking on a variI'ty of topics. Speakers include: veteran
broadcast journalist Sam Donaldson of
jBC-m "Prime Time"; Herb Cohen,
e worlds best negotiator"; business
man and author of "Swim With the
'harks Without Being Eaten Alive,"
™ey,Mackay; Texas TV talk-show
t and motivational speaker Vicki

Whether you're an undergraduate

• No payments while you are in school

or graduate student,Citibank has a

• Low interest rates

student loan to meet your needs.

• Loans for students of all incomes

If you're short on funds this semester, you're
not alone. During the 30 years we've been
in the student loan business, students have

• Monthly payments as low as $50
• No penalty for early repayment
• You don't have to be a current Citibank

often told us that they need extra money

customer to qualify!

during the course of the semester to pay for

Ivnrifrat^f1 j-Steve Kelley< nationally
Compd 6
°nal cartoonist-standup
m !fn" he Summ't will be from 8
iliwp P'm The San '°aquin Delta
,s located at 5151 Paific
72 17qi °f more toformation, call
lummit i °r W"te to the Leadership
iia 28m w ^/oTheBank°fCalifor-

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

The faster you respond, the faster we can

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

the nation's Number One student loan

1-800-692-8200, ext. 614. Call today,

lender, to provide you with the best financial

and we'll get an application out to you the

aid products and services with these

next business day!

important benefits:

'' • lT-> :
) t

Call 1-800-692-8200

ext. 614

Une Sui,e ,2a

^Ua^>',kWOT^ ^P^nence
through
f^ftrough'
Washington
center
Mhmgton Center

eld

about

y°ur chosen

•

I need a student loan now!
Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

• All Federal Stafford Loans

n Federal PLUS Loan

nd skiHs

{for undergraduate and graduate students)

(for parents of dependent students only)
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n Citibank Graduate Loans
Field of interest

ADDRESS

_STATE.

_ YOU ARE CURRENTLY: 1AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

TELEPHONE

"J A GRADUATE STUDENT

YEAR OF GRADUATION .
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613 8/94

Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-7085
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Is it worth the $400,000?
Our beloved Tiger Football team
was trounced rather soundly this past
weekend in Lincoln, Nebraska. For
their efforts, the team earned the Ath
letic Department $400,000. While the
cash influx will benefit the UOP Ath
letic Department, giving them a
slightly larger budget to work with this
year, we must ask if playing the game
was worth the risk to our players and
our reputation.
The debate over whether or not
teams that consistently rank in the top
five nationally should evenplay teams
as small as Pacific is one of the hottest
in college football. When Nebraska or
Florida State pound on teams who ob
viously have no chance, they don't
prove anything, and the coaches and
writers who vote in the polls should
reflect this in the rankings. They don't,
and this encourages the elite teams to
play schools like Pacific and Montana
State to keep their top rankings with
out any trouble.
Is worth it for us to play these
top teams? When we play a team as
large and powerful as Nebraska, we
put our players at risk for a larger
purse. If the athletic director wanted
to add some additonal income, he
could schedule a home game against
an opponent of slightly lesser diffi
culty, like Cal or Oklahoma State.
Many of these teams would agree to
play here (Nebraska WILL NOT play
on the road against small schools),

and would draw more fansinto Stagg
Stadium than Southwest Texas State.
It wouldn't draw $400,000, but it
would be a closer game, possibly in
creasing attendance at future games.
UOP is rebuilding its football
program. We are on our way back
from a dismal recent history. Unfor
tunately, reputation means a lot in
college football, especially in recruit
ing. By playing our only high expo
sure game of the year against one of
the nation's top teams, and getting
blown out, wemay have damaged our
chances of drawing better players
from high school.It might have been
much more effective to play BYU or
Fresno State, lose close (or perhaps
win), and project an image of an im
proving team, than to perpetuate the
image of a Division-I doormat.
Improving the community's
pride in our team —and increasing at
tendance— is the only sure way to
raise a consistent cash source for the
team. Playing top teams that beat us
by 49 points does nothing to help.
Playing Nebraska served no purpose,
other than to supply a short term
monetary boost.
If the athletic department is in
terested in a long term improvement
and investment they should hold off
on opposing top-ranked teams until
UOP is ready to face teams of such
high caliber.
Another view: page 24

The Atchley Buyout
Could UOP profit?
The recent news that retiring
rresident Bill Atchley will be paid
5200,000 in exchange for working in
Washington, D.C. raised the expected
questions among students and faculty.
The key question is: amidst all of the
judget problems that the school is en
suring, do we have to find $200,000 to
:ut from other departments?
The most visible example of
where the money could be spent is the
ibrary. The library could easily use
5200,000 more to purchase updated
x)oks and equipment. The library is in
Jire need of a budget increase, andpayng Atchley this "severance pay" will

make that almost impossible.
Many examples of where the
money could otherwise be spent will
surely be brought up in the coming
weeks. However, Atchley could actu
ally end up providing the school with
more money. Because he will be in
Washington recruiting government
and education grants for UOP, he
could very easily bring in more than
the $75,000 he will make each of the
two years on the contract. If he
suceeds in doing his job, the money
that we are spending will seem like
small change compared to what we
could recieve.

tutorials refelct the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board.
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Jason Lauborough, Opinion Editor

COP Convocation:
Why does it exist?

ing it optional, or making it a forn
Although this column may seem
evening program would have be
centered only on the interests of fresh
much more effective. First, an eveni
men, its subject has affected most of
session would give the speaker less o
you at one time or another.Iam speak
time constraint to work under. The
ing, of course, of the COP Fall Convo
suiting speech would be more intere
cation, which the Mentor classes are
ing, encouraging fewer students (a
required to attend. Thishour-long seg
faculty) to sleep, and make the ent
ment of splendor, speeches, and sleep
evening more productive. Second,
(for those lucky enough to attend) isn't
an important part of the college's tra
evening program couldbe attended
more students, faculty from the otl
dition, much less a part of its curricu
lum.
parts of the university, and other inl
The reasons for holding the con
ested people from the communi
vocation are hard for me to discern.
Making it possible for the people in
The awards given can be presented at
area around the school to attend, a
then educating th
other events (actually, one of them
as well, would b
normally is). The guest
speaker could have spo- Some decent planning and major public ;elati<
ken in a regular Mentor a slight change in the time boost for the Ui|[
general session, or as a
sity. Finally, a Ion
f ,h convocation could
guest in another, more
evening progf
make it much more
useful, setting. The
would allow m
prayer at the beginning worthwhile for all involved context to be adc
seemed rather unneces
letting the reasons
sary, as the event was not of a nature
hind the convocation be explains
requiring prayer. The speech by the
the faculty illustrated the traditions
usually eloquent Dean Bennedetti felt
hind the robes, the mace, and
forced. Even if the awards presented
awards, it would lead to a much tt
warranted their own ceremony, Ican
educational evening.
find little need for requiring the entire
Right now the Convocation
freshman class to attend. The pag
waste of the students' and facul
eantry, with the faculty in their tradi
time. However, some decent plant
tional regalia, was the only thing in
and a slight change in the time of
the program even remotely corre
program could make it much n
sponding to the Mentor class and its
worthwhile for all involved.
final theme of rituals.
(Responses and original letters
If the faculty found it necessary
be dropped off at the Pacifican or E-irii
to base an entire program around a
to jlauboro@uop.cs.uop.edu)
speech and a couple of awards, mak-

ITICHED OFF? Write a letler to the editor! 94E-I

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13, 1989 at 8:25 pm.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?
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Fall Films: What's new on
As the summer movie season
comes to an end, the fall lineup be
gins in Hollywood. New films open
every day and there are plenty to
choose from this month alone. Here's
the lowdown on just a few:
"It's Pat"
Ifs time for androgyny as the
enigmatic "Pat" character of "Satur
day Night Live" fame bursts onto the
big screen in this motion picture out
ing. Pat (Julia Sweeney) meets the
perfect match in the workplace and
sparks fly in an encounter with the
equally androgynous Chris (David
Foley). But there's trouble in paradise,
as Pat's quest for a meaningful rela
tionship and employment threaten

the couple's romantic plans,
aters now.
"Terminal Velocity"
A devil-may-care skydiving in
structor (CharlieSheen) finds hisca
reer and life in jeopardy when a
beautiful beginner (Nastassja
Kinski) plummets to her death un
der his watch. As he attempts to
clear his name, he discovers a mys
tery beyond his wildest imagina
tion—the student was an expert
KGB parachutist and her death was
a fake. As he delves further into the
case, he becomes involved in for
eign intrigue and must form an un
easy alliance with her in order to
survive. In theaters now.

"Sleep With Me"
A lighthearted romantic
comedy about three friends caught
in a painfully bittersweet love tri
angle. Eric Stolz, Meg Tilly and
Craig Sheffer star. In theaters now.

"The Seout" this season's baseballl comedy; stars Brendan Fraser as a Iwt prospect and Albert
Brooks as the scout in pursuit.

"The River Wild"
Meryl Streep plays a mother
forced to save her family when they are
taken hostage on a river rafting vaca
tion by a group of psycho rafters led by
Kevin Bacon. With some scenes filmed
with the camera attached to the mov-

"Princess Caraboo"
When an exotic woman
(Phoebe Cates) arrives in a 19th
century English village, everyone
is convinced she is Javanese roy
alty. This quirky comedy also stars
Kevin Kline. In theaters now.
compiled by Pacificcm A&E staff

CHAOS oy B"«n Snoster

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch
A AA

V. x'; /\

Innovative Californian & Italian Guisine

LINCOLN CENTER

FINE DINING ON THE BRICK WALK
"Y'know, there must be a better way to move tnis
stutt." •
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UOP faculty and students
perform in"A Little Night Music / /
Conservatory of Music professors Audree O'Connell and George Buckbee
,n"g in ,the Tokay buyers production of Stephen Sondheim's "A Little Night
Music I he play has opened and will run through Oct. 15 in Lodi. UOP students
Matt Castle, Annette Wicks, Liz Hodgdon (music director) are also playing major
characters, as are UOP alumni Pam Costa and Mark Ziemann. "The singers and
actors are well able to handle the opera score," says O'Connell. Sondheim's script
tells the stones of a lawyer, his young bride, a former mistress and other exciting
characters during a weekend in the country. For more information and ticket
reservations, call 368-2225.
17

Ann Olivia Roxie

Music Review: Oasis
CARRIE H A Y W A R D
|Pacifican staff writer

Oasis generated a huge amount
I of media buzz in their native England
10KI I before their debut album, "Definitely
I Maybe," was even released, due to vijcious infighting and a penchant for
I drunkenness that has gotten them
J thrown out of virtually every hotel in
(Great Britain.
begged to lead the second com|ing of the Manchester scene, these
I musical messiahs draw as many influJ ences from the Rolling Stones as they
| 0 dle Stone Roses. Their songs lay

drawling, drugged-out lyrics like "1
growling distortion, jangly strum
ming and wah-wah lead guitar lines.
From their slinky lead single "Super
sonic," to the acoustic flair of the alhum-closing "Married With Chil
dren," they consistently deliver solid,
well-crafted tunes. Oasis is definitely
the best group of their genre, playing
circles around Pulp, Ride, and even
Suede. But their volatile nature may
lead to burnout early on, so take ad
vantage of any opportunity to hear
them while you still can.
Oasis will be appearing at
Melarky's in Sacramento, on Sept. 27.

Ann Olivia Roxie performed last week in the McCaffreyCenter which was sponsoredby ASUOP
The hand will play again at Omega Phi Alpha this Friday night.
Photo by Darren Antonovich.

Bishop Miller lecture
series today in Bechtel
featnrilf U"iversity of the Pacific is
adin8 creative thinker
whose
l
Cr
tvveen ^ °SSes the boundaries beit?"'
cuLur,
turer in
!""e"t as this Fall's lec!" ^ Blshop Miller series.

f

ternationaU ld ^ director of the Inf.nvironm . I0"1" r Culture and the
0n "family '"^co Qty, will speak
sPacein«.
nder and Domestic
i
29 at 7-3nd Urban Mexico" Sept.
There is nnP'I"' at the ^btel Center.
"P'ion will'foX

to a,,<,nd' and a

*ea 's co-editor ot the
tne
'EthnoScaDes" ta"™110/ of
S,tnes ° books for
^Shgate/Aveh
rector of thf i'ry
and forrner diCulture and p
emational
for
New Mexico "Vlr°nment «n Santa Fe,
research in «.i
as conducted field
n'n eleven countries and pub-

lished over 90 articles on topics rang
ing from environmental science to
community planning.
One of UOP's longest standing
lecture series, the Bishop Miller lectures
are dedicated to improving interAmerican understanding. Bishop
George Amos Miller, a native Californian, was a prolific author and pioneer
ing Methodist missionary who estab
lished churches in Panama, Costa Rica,
Argentina, Chile, Peru and Uruguay
during 22 years of church work.
Miller's daughter, Dr. Evelyn
Berger-Brown, a prominent psycholo
gist and educator who graduated from
Pacific in 1921, donated funds to es
tablish the lecture series. It is now spon
sored by the School of International
Studies and the Bishop Miller Lecture
Committee.

/

I can clap my
hands and make
the lights go on,
but that's probably
real helpful.

Hope your
marriage is still
the smoldering
volcano of torrid
passion that ours is.

Mow a good laugh is a great value, too!

w
University Book Store
Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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Toad the Wet
Sprocket to rock
Pacific on Oct. 14
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer

Nine years ago, four friends play
ing in garages in their hometown of
Santa Barbara probably didn't think
they had much of a chance to sign a
contract with Columbia Records, pro
cure a 50,000 member fan club, and
spend years constantly touring the
United States and abroad.
Today, those goals have become
reality for Toad the Wet Sprocket. With
three albums-including the certified
platinum album, "Fear"- under their
belt, Toad has recently released their
best album to date entitled "Dulcinea."
Keeping faithful to their college
fans, Toad will be appearing on cam
pus at the Alex Spanos Center, Oct. 14
at 7:30 PM. The band stormed onto the
alternative music scene 18 months ago
with the hit songs "All I Want," and
"Walk on the Ocean" off the album
"Fear."
Ironically, the band felt uncom
fortable with the lush production on
"Fear" and sought a more back-to-thebasics approach with more band con
trol of the follow-up.
"For us there was something miss
ing on our last album that I think we've
captured with 'Dulcinea.' 'Fear' was
very manicured. It was our first experi
ence in a studio with the luxury of time,
so we experimented with over-dubs
and the like. As a result, we lost some
of that band' feel. We missed that,"
lead vocalist and lyricist Glenn Phillips
said in a prepared statement.
Starting out as teens, Toad man
aged to generate a strong following in
Santa Barbara's local clubs while still

KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer

UOP rock fans hope that Toad
the Wet Sprocket receives a warmer
welcome than last year's Counting
Crows disaster. Counting Crows was
scheduled to play during Pacific Hour
in the McCaffrey Center last fall, just
as their debut album was being hailed
by "Rolling Stone" and other rock
sources as one of the most important
albums of the year.
While students at other univer
sities routinely support rock bands on
campus, it is easy to see why the
- Counting Crows show was assumed

being underage themselves. The band s
silly name, culled from an elusive
Monty I'ython skit, is representative ol
the band's ability to poke fun at them
selves. Their humor is reflected in tracks
such as "Nanci" as well as "Stupid,
written about one of Phillips' more
embarrassing experiences.
"Dulcinea" is named after the
story of Don Quixote and his ladylove,
christened Dulcinea. It thoughtfully
explores ideas of alienation and inner
strength through songs with varied
tempos and subject matter.
The-album opens with "Fly From
Heaven," a song about life after death.
It's a subject that could be tackled in a
melancholy way. However, Toad con
fronts the topic with wit, humor and a
style all their own. This individual style
has enabled Toad to work at their own
pace and keep a solid core of fans
through out the years.
"The thought I hold onto is that
'Dulcinea' represents an ideal of perfec
tion that does not exist," said bassist
Dean Dinning. "But, we kept trying to
reach that ideal and that is when the
music happens."
Amazing vocal harmonies and
tightly woven guitar parts are shown
with tracks like "Windmills," "Inside"
and "Listen," which all maintain the
unique Toad sound. The first two
singles released, "Something's Always
Wrong" and "Fall Down," are currently
getting airplay at radio stations across
the country as well as on M TV.
Tickets for the Oct. 14 perfor
mance are on sale now through the
campus box office for $14. For more
information, call 946-2UOP.

to be a successful event. However, the
show was anything but successful and
entertaining.
The group set up for the first half
hour and played to only a handful of
students for the second. Most UOP stu
dents apparently had no idea that they
were even playing, due to poorly ar
ranged publicity.
Students are now hoping that
rock bands will continue to be sched
uled at UOP in a more organized fash
ion. Thanks to Bob Miller and Dave Orr
in the Athletic Department, their
wishes may come true starting with the
upcoming Toad the Wet Sprocket show.

Out of Santa Barbara comes Toad the Wet Sprocket, left to right: Randy Guess,
Dean Dinning, Glen Phillips and Todd Nichols.

The group will perform Friday, Oct. 14
at the Alex Spanos Center.
Since rock concerts do not seem
to be as abundant at UOP compared to
other universities, this is a great oppor
tunity for the campus community.
Toad the Wet Sprocket is an extremely
successful and well known band and
sponsors hope the show will do as well
as the recent Clay Walker country con
cert, which attracted 3,000 fans.
For those students who haven't
had a chance to hear Toad the Wet
Sprocket, tune into KWOD 106.5 FM
the weekend of Oct. 6. KWOD, a Sacra
mento radio station, is having a Toad

the Wet Sprocket weekend in su#
of the UOP show. Promotional com
and giveaways are featured on the
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Sponsoring the Performance
the Pacific Concert Alliance. Rep K
tatives said they hoped UOP stud#1
would come out and support: thisgr^
m1^,.
band and the ongoing efforts toi bDjj
a variety of musical concerts
^
school. Strong student backing ^
continue to attract popular a
will ensure future shows.
^
For ticket information anu
inip of
nf shows, call the camp
schedule
<
.office,at9,^2UOP ,

-

Local

comics featured in "Comedy Under the Stars"

Four of tlie area's top stand-up
comedians will perform at the Wine
and Hoses Country Inn in Lodi on Fri
day, Sept. 30. The outdoor show, titled
"Comedy Under the Stars," is followed
by a full buffet dinner and includes
dessert. Starring in the evening's pro
duction is Leland Cotton Brown, as
seen on MTV's "Half-Hour Comedy
Hour" and A&E's "Evening at the
Improv." Brown is especially proud of

his repertoire of over 40 imperson
ations. Greg Parsons of Lodi focuses
on humor derived primarily from his
everyday life as a husband and a fa
ther. Sacramento resident Mark Frazer
will entertain the audience with his
unique blend of parody, social com
mentary and observational humor.
He was last seen on the Wine and
Roses stage in the Summer Stock pro
duction of "Barefoot in the Park."

Lodi High graduate Charlie Quails is
also featured. Quails hosted last week's
comedy night at the Blackwater Cafe.
Dinner will be served at 6 p.m. and the
show begins at 8 p.m. Prices for din
ner and the show are $28.95 per perfor its original 7-ounce bottle and
II)
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son, for dessert and the show the cost
is $15.00 per person, and $10.00 per
person for the show only. The Wine and
Roses Country Inn is located at 2505
W. lurner Rd. in Lodi. For reservations
and information call 334-6988.
"Up" refers t o its bubbly nature.

Now playing in the McCaffrey Center Theatre
"When a Man Loves a Woman"
Strength and commitment grow
as a determined family embarks on a
courageous battle to pull together and
deal with a mother's struggle with al
coholism. (Rated R, Sept. 29-Oct. 2 )
"The Cowboy Way"
This film plays the old male
bonding drum machine and strikes
up a damsei-in-distress theme to unite
the two cowboys with a common purrose. Woody Harrelson and Keifer
Sutherland star as two rodeo cowboys
et loose in the big city of New York.
(Rated R, Oct. 4-Oct. 5)
"Beverly Hills Cop III"
Eddie Murphy leaps into action

when he discovers that a gang of thugs
have infiltrated the "Wonderland"
theme park in Beverly Hills. Bucking
the incredibly efficient Wonderland
operation, Axel Foley defeats the evil
scheme, but not before turning the
park upside down. (Rated R, Oct. 4Oct. S)

" The Flintstones"
Come and see what those wild
and crazy Flintstones have gotten
themselves into now, in this fulllength feature film based on the popu
lar Hanna-Barbera cartoon. Starring
John Goodman, Rosie O'Donnell,
Rick Moranis and Elizabeth Perkins
(Rated PG, Oct. 6 Oct. 9)

Become an Rtl or S/t
pr the 95-96 tlcademic Year
dppticationa are now awxitabte
12 cans

^ I earn, grow and develop skills in
leadership, counseling, communication,
organizational skills, listening, and sharing.
dPPUCA TIPS INFORM A TtON
+

Resident Assistants Office of
Residental Life and Housing
- 2nd floor, Bannister Hall
^ Student Advisors: Student Advising
( enter - 1st Floor, Banister Hall
Applications are due October 7th by 5pm

engine.
Save on the original Un-Cola as well as Diet 7-Up.
Cherry 7-Up and Diet Cherry 7-Up.

EXPECT MORE PAY LESS.

i
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''
J Qff the UOP campus
Your guide to excitement on an cies. Delta^
TIGER SPORTS
King Build
R ILD

6 p.m., Dessert at
7-15 p.m. For more
info. 956-4816.

A A A A

Friday,
Sept. 30
ON CAMPUS

"When a Man Loves a
Woman" playing at
McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Michael Allard conducts the University Symphony Orchestra on Oct. 7
at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

• A A A

Thursday,
Sept. 29
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center
Annual Open House.
There will games,
contests, and ven
dors. UOP clubs and
organizations will
also be present. Come
out and get involved!
McCaffrey Center. 10
a.m.
Country line dancing.
Common room,
Raymond hall. $3.
11:45 a.m.
Lun Llicks by ASUOP/
UPBEAT. Come star in
your own video!
President's Room.
Noon.
Language tables.
Japanese, French, &
Spanish, Bechtel
center, 5 p.m. Chi
nese, German, &
Russian, Bechtel Cen
ter, 6 p.m.

M.E.Ch.A weekly club
meeting, YVPC 224,
5:30 p.m.
Lecture. Bishop Miller
Lecture Series, "Family, Gender, & Domes
tic Space in Rural &
Urban Mexico." Dr.,
David Stea, speaker.
Lree reception fol
lows. Bechtel Center,
7:30 p.m.
"When a Man Loves a
Woman" playing at
McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Men's water polo vs.
Long Beach State.
Kjeldsen pool, 4:00
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

Cabaret Arts & Opera
Too! "The Men In My
Life" starring Toni
Lee Scott. Le Bistro
Restaurant, Dinner at

Men's water polo vs.
UC Santa Barbara,
Kjeldsen pool, 3 p.m.

A A A A

Saturday,
Oct. 1
ON CAMPUS

American Heart
Association's annual
American Heart Walk.
Spanos Center, 8:30
a.m. Contact Linda
Acton, 946-2591 for
more information.
"When a Man Loves a
Woman" playing at
McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Women's Tennis.
PACIFIC PRO-AM
(exhibition
fundraiser),
Brookside courts. All
day.
OFF CAMPUS

Fundraiser. Junior
Aid of Stockton an
nual rummage sale.
All money raised will
be allocated to vari
ous community agen-

ing of the S.J. County

Fairgrounds. 9-1 p.m.

A A A A

Sunday,
Oct. 2

Golf. The Robertson
Homes Invitational at
the Stockton Country
Club.

ON CAMPUS

"When a Man Loves a
Woman" playing at
McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Women's tennis.
PACIFIC PRO-AM
(exhibition
fundraiser),
Brookside
Courts. All day.
OFF CAMPUS

Delta Sierra Club.
Gourmet bike ride.
Bring your
cappuccino and crois
sants. Buckley Cove
to UOP and return.
Call leader Steve
Stocking, 465-2729,
for departure place
and time.

A A A A

Monday,
Oct. 3
ON CAMPUS

Art Exhibition. "Ar
chetypal and Uncon
scious Imagery" by
painters Linda Geary,
Hifuni Ogawa and
Christine Pelrano. On
display through Octo
ber 27. Richard
Reynolds gallery, UOP
Art Center. Free. M-F,
8 a.m. Call 946-2241.
Deadline for applica
tion for graduation.

• • A •
Tuesday,

Oct. 4

ON CAMPUS
Pre-Law Workshop.
Thinking about law
school? Come to the
Pre-Law workshop.
Meet Dr. Jane Kelso,
Dean of Students
McGeorge School of
Law. Learn about the
LSAT and the law
school admission
process. Z- Building
East at 4 p.m.
Conversation part
ners introductory
meeting. Accepting
applications. Bechtel
center, 5:30 p.m. For
more info. 946-2246,
"The Cowboy Way"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Golf. The Robertson
Homes Invitational at
the Stockton Countr}
Club. All day.
Women's volleyball
vs. Santa Clara.
Spanos Center, 7:3U
p.m.

OFF CAMPUS
Game Night. Enjoy1
game of cards,
Scrabble, chess.
Trivial Pursuit, ba<*
gammon or checke
Barnes & Noble

'

u
R

PACE 13
!4tore,
>

Stockton, 6

Brookside field, 4
p.m.
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Wednesday,
Oct. 5

ON CAMPUS
I'The Cowboy Way"
playing at McCaffrey
•Theatre, 8 p.m.
!?

OFF CAMPUS

3. look signing. Verna
w Johnston, "California
helForests and Woodi. lands." Find out how
lO.ito enjoy the beauty
lof California's natural
ilsettings from this
•local author and
•longtime Delta Col
lege educator. Barnes
« & Noble Bookstore,
•Stockton, 7-8 p.m.
A A • •

Thursday,
Oct.6
ON CAMPUS

Free Concert! Cake.
McCaffrey center
stage. Noon
Student Association
of School of Business
& Public Administra
tion hosts a barbeque
to welcome back all
business students.
Knoles Lawn. 5 p.m.
"The Flintstones"
Playing at McCaffrey
^eatre, 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS
Women's soccer vs.
S'Stag8 Staaium, 7a^
dh,m
p.m>

Women's field hockey
Davis and
FiC
fclklns College.

Friday,
Oct. 7

ON CAMPUS

University Symphony
Orchestra, Michael
Allard, Conductor.
Faye Spanos Concert
Hall, 8 p.m.
"The Flintstones"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Women's volleyball
vs. UC Santa Barbara.
Spanos Center, 7:30
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS

The Laser Experience.
New Pink Floyd: Dark
Side of the Moon, Led
Zeppelin and Country
Gold. Special admis
sion $6 all seats.
Delta College, Clever
Planetarium, 8 p.m.
Ticket info. Delta box
office, 474-5110.
A A A A

Saturday,
Oct. 8
ON CAMPUS

"The Flintstones"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Men's waterpolo vs.
Air Force. Kjeldsen
Pool, 10 a.m.
Women's volleyball
vs. Cal State Fullerton. Spanos Center,
7:30 p.m.

x
W

OFF CAMPUS
fit
H

The Laser Experience.
New Pink Floyd: Dark
Side of the Moon, Led
Zeppelin and Country
Gold. Special admis
sion $6 all seats. Delta
College, Clever Plan
etarium, 8 p.m. Ticket
info. Delta box office,
474-5110.
A A A A

Sunday,
Oct. 9

ON CAMPUS

"The Flintstones"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS

Women's field hockey
vs. UC Santa Barbara.
Brookside Field, 11
a.m.

I

Cake will be playing on the McCaffrey Center Stage on October 6, at noon.
Left to Right: Victor Damiani, John McCrea, Greg Brown, Vince Defiore, and
Todd Roper.

A A A A

Tuesday,
Oct.11

ON CAMPUS

Symphonic wind
ensemble & Univer
sity concert band.
Honoring academic
excellence. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall,
8 p.m.

Men's water polo vs.
UCLA. Kjelsen Pool,
noon

"Beverly Hills Cop III"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.

Women's soccer vs.
San Francisco. Knoles
Field, 4 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

The Laser Experience.
New Pink Floyd: Dark
Side of the Moon, Led
Zeppelin and Country
Gold. Special admis
sion $6 all seats. Delta
College, Clever Plan
etarium, 8 p.m. Ticket
info. Delta box office,
474-5110.

Game Night. Enjoy a
game of cards,
Scrabble, chess,
Trivial Pursuit, back
gammon or checkers.
Barnes & Noble Book

store, Stockton. 6
p.m.
A A A A

Wednesday,
Oct. 12
ON CAMPUS

"Beverly Hills Cop III"
playing at McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
A A A A

Thursday,
Oct 13
ON CAMPUS

Last day for tuition
refund.
Lecture. "Alcohol
Education" with free
mocktails from ROAD.
Bechtel Center, 7 p.m.

Aaliyah, R. Kelly, Warren <L, Heavy O
Oct. 1, Arco Arena, Sacramento
Oct. 2, San fose

A A A A

Oct.7, Cal Expo Amphitheatre, Sacramento.
Crash Test Dummies
Oct. 7, Warfield, SI.

ON CAMPUS

Nov. 5, Arco Arena, Sacramento
Chris Isaac
Nov. 30, Konocti Harbor Resort

Monday,
Oct.10

Advising for Spring
'95 begins.

Sept. 30, Arco Arena
Oct. X, Event Center at San lose State
Oct. 26, Oakland Coliseum

In search of
safety...

The personal security alarm

MACLEAN FLOOD
Pacifican Staff Writer
"I am not a fearful person," states
Professor Gwen Brown. She still carries
a personal security alarm everywhere
she goes.
Brown feels that everyone on
campus should be aware of personal se
curity alarms. "Let's not just encourage
people to get one, let's encourage
" people to be aware of them."
The personal security alarms are
now available on campus. Brown put
down over $4,000 to purchase the
alarms. They are now on sale in the
Housing office, and the Anderson Y
Center.
"We don't want to say this is a
dangerous place—but we don't want to
say it isn't," states Brown, who doesn't
want to cause a campus wide panic
about safety. "You really do feel more
comfortable (with an alarm)," she says.
Plans are being made to demon
strate the personal security alarm to
everyone on campus. Brown empha
sizes the idea that the security alarm's
value is multiplied if everyone on cam
pus is familiar with their distinct sound.
"The safety factor is multiplied because
we are in communication." Students
and faculty should be aware of the

alarm, and when they hear it they
should call campus security.
"You need some kind of assurance
that people will do something," says
Brown. "They don't sound like car
alarms."
You might wonder why you
would purchase a PAAL alarm, espe
cially when each of the three models
costs about thirty dollars. Brown says
"you get what you pay for. These things
are sturdy and come with a guarantee."
The security alarms are useful off
campus, as well. Brown has a tip: place
the alarm in your purse, and clip the
leash to your body. If someone grabs
your purse it will activate the alarm.
Suddenly the criminal's prize becomes
his own downfall.
In addition, you can charge the
cost of the alarm to your student ac
count.
Unfortunately the word about
these personal security alarms is trav
eling slowly. "I thought there would be
more demand," says Brown. In order
to qualify for a discount, the personal
security alarms cannot be sold in the
bookstore.
For more information on how to
obtain your own personal securityalarm please contact Residential Life and
Housing, or the Anderson Y Center.

I 'rofessor Gwen Brown proudly displays the Qiinium personal security alarms. For more infbninitii"
on how to obtain youroipi personal security alarm plaese contact Residential l ife and Housing
the Anderson Y Center.

How to protect yourself
MELISSA DUDLEY
Pacifican Staff Writer
The fog is so thick you can't see
two steps ahead. The last glimmer of
the setting sun disappears on the hori
zon. You continue to walk along the
deserted path in the gathering dark.
Sounds like the perfect crime scene,
doesn't it?
Crime can happen to anyone, any
time of the day. Students are so over
whelmed by new roommates, tough
professors, and hours of studying that
they often forget about their own per
sonal safety.
Several ways exist for students to
protect themselves. A few of them are
pepper spray, personal security alarms,
and even martial arts.
Pfepper spray is the most common
self defense product among women.
California law requires prospective pep
per spray users to-wateh a 45 minute

video that teaches them how and when
to use it. A certificate giving permission
to buy pepper spray is then issued. Pep
per spray is sold at most police and
safety supply stores.
Personal security alarms are the
growing trend of the nineties. Quan
tum, a company that sells these ty pes
of alarms and others for backpacks,
rooms and lockers, had a display in the
McCaffery center on Sept. 13. Even the
bookstore sells a few different kinds of
alarms.
Jerry Huston, lieutenant of the
UOP Department of I*ublic Safety, says,
I recommend both devices, because
they are not intended for the same pur
pose. Pepper spray is used to get the
offender away from you, and personal
safety alarms are designed to attract
other people to help you out."
Martial arts is another popular
form of self defense. Through training

student learn defensive and offensive
moves to help protect themselves.
Leslie Feherenback, assistant vicepresident for public safety at Rutgers
University, New Jersey, told the New
York limes: "Even though there is a
heightened awareness about crime,
most undergraduates still arrive on
campus with the sense that nothing
bad could happen to them in such a
beautiful place."
She also said that parents send
their children off to college believing
that they will be able to take care of
the child as if they were at home, but
that is just not possible.
There are twenty seven blue light
phones on campus that are directly
connected to campus police, where of
ficers respond immediately. In the
event of an emergency students should
call campus police at 946-3911, or ext.
3911 from any residence community

phone. Huston advises students to walk
in pairs after dark. He recommends
people take only lighted paths, and if
traveling to your vehicle, always have
your keys ready.
"Being aware of your surround
ings is most important," Huston said
"You should always walk like you are
in charge of yourself with your chin up
and your shoulders back. It makes you
appear as though your mind is alert'
Sophomore Steve Battcher says. 1
think that people should realize thf
potential danger out there and the"
they would know what to do and what
not to do."
According to the New York Tim^
article, many students said that the
existence of crime on campus migh1
influence some of their decisions, bu1
that it would not destroy the freedom
and joys of college life.
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The Buddhist religious ceremony
„ recently took place at the Cambo, temple in Modesto from Sept. 9
an
' ufih Sept. 11 was a ritual that only
iroi
rurs once in a temple's life. It is an
ficial day for making the temple saed Once the temple is sacred, holy
remonies and rituals can take place,
,d the blessings made are received
cordinglyIn preparation for the ceremony
two foot square pit is dug at each of
e four corners of the new temple,
lis symbolizes the significance of a
cred place that represents both the
•rtical and horizontal quarters of the
liverse. During the event there is a
>x placed in the center of the temple
r offering money or goods in return
ra wish. One must make a wish and
cn place the gift in the box.
While this is taking place inside
e pagoda (temple), people are formig a long line outside, taking turns
lacing rice in the monks' bowls. The
omemade food is prepared in special
ishes and plates in the back room be)re it is offered to the monks. After
veryone has had their turn, the monks
ather at their appropriate seats and
.'gin chanting and blessing the ones
ho provided them with the meal.
This part of the ceremony always
tarts with the head of the temple,
ailed "a-cha," leading the prayers to
uddha (God). The people then follow
a unison. Once the prayers to Buddha

|•

Individualism

uddhist pagodo indoctrinated recently
.xrrHEA KING

|. . i
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are completed, the a-cha
and the
people chant to the monks.
The congregation asks the monks
to take the offered food, and in return
the monks bless the people to live in
peace and prosperity. This process lasts
about an hour. The monks do not eat
until the ceremony is completed.
While the monks are joyously
enjoying their last meal of the day, the
people walk about and socialize with
their friends, neighbors, family mem
bers, and other acquaintances. The fi
nal event of the evening ends when the
people partake of the food the monks
did not eat.
This is the transformation of an
ordinary building into a holy site. Once
the site is blessed through a religious
ritual the temple can accept people
from the outside world who wish to
become a monk or nun.
What is the significance of a
temple? The temple is considered a
community (Sangha) of monks and
nuns, where discipline is designed to
guide their behavior in gaining the
knowledge and practice of the Dharma,
or "the eternal truth about reality."
The first sacred place was created
and discovered by Seakyamuni
Gautama Siddhartha—a spiritual mas
ter who lived in the 5th century BC.
Within the grounds of this holy
site, the monks and nuns must prac
tice the principle of Vinaya. The Vinaya
prohibits killing, stealing, lying, sexual
misconduct and drunkenness. It also
requires celibacy and the renunciation
of all material possessions except for
the four requisites of food, clothing,
shelter, and medicine. Many Buddhists
believe that God appears in particular
places and particular forms all over the
earth. God is seen as physically present
in images in the houses of God, the
temples. Thus the worshipers who em
brace God come to worship Him in the
temple.

XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican Staff Writer
As we walk down the path of life
we encounter many people. From our
Residence Halls, to our community, we
can easily tell how different we are from
one another. Short and tall, dark and
light,, male and female, are some of the
labels we put on people to describe
them.
These labels, however, seem too
general when trying to describe two
people who are physically alike. How
do we distinguish between two people
who appear similar?If physical appear
ance is what best identifies us, how do
we distinguish between two identical
twins?
We live in a world in which indi
viduality seems to be a very important
goal. People want to be different, and
have striven to break out of the mold
society hasbuilt for them. As they reach
for individuality, they have many

Breaking the rules
Of monotony

things done to express their unique
ness. People do everything from chang
ing hair color, piercingbody parts, and
getting tattoos, to wearing unusual
types of clothing. Everyone tries differ
ent ways to achieve individuality.
In this world there are no two
identical human beings. Even identi
cal twins have differences that allow
each of them to express themselves as
individuals.
On this same basis we can say that
one does not need to be a Xerox copy
of a successful person to succeed in life.
Being different does not necessar
ily mean being better or worse than
everyone else. It just means that we are
trying to live our life in a way that most
people are not familiar with. Everybody
is different in their own way. It is by
trying to respect our differences that we
recognize our similarities with each
other, that we can become successful,
individual members of society.

Fran Abott, Anderson Y Center

Tutoring in the community
You may be wondering, "Am 1
qualified to tutor? Can 1, with no for
mal experience or training, possibly
help another student, teenager or
child?" The answer is yes."
Anderson Y Center's Tutoring in
the Community program's purpose is
to create an inclusive environment
where students from diverse back
grounds can develop leadership abili
ties as well as a greater sense of identity
in mind, body andspirit. Students serve
and empower each other, the campus
and the community as they bring
learning to life.
Tutoring in the community sup
ports, guides, and trains students who

wish to address concerns in the com
munity in which they live.
Tutoring is a journey with a new
friend. You will enter into an interac
tive process, learning from each other.
When you are tutoring you will
realize that the student simply lacks
expertise in a certain subject area. Giv
ing positive feedback for his progress
in this area will help the student de
velop a feeling of worthiness to pursue
the subject.
This is a positive and rewarding
experience for anyone on the UOE
campus.
To get involved, call Fran
Abbott at 946-2444.
-I
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SAN FELIPE
CRILL
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FRESH FISH TACOS
GRILLED JUMBO PRAWNS

i

GH1CKEN, CARNITAS, CARNEASADA
/CP RBLACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY
C0LD FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE
QUALITY DRIVE-THRU

PHONE ORDERS 952-6261

4601 PACIFIC AVE
1 BLOCK SOUTH OFMARCH LANE

PIZZA SPECIAL

We do
Fundraisers
and Softball
Parties

AUTHENTIC

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

2300 W. Alpine Avenue
(1 Block From 1-5)

462-6668
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fresh quality fast food
rJWSH DEEP TRIED OYSTERS

U
3J

OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA

WITH COUPON • ONE COUPON PER PIZZA ^

~ SUN. THRU THURS. ONLY

16.99

$

PLUS
TAX
LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA
LARGE FAMILY SALAD • LARGE PITCHER SODA

EXPIRES 12-31-94
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Berton Jay Nadler, Director, Career Services
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How can I get experience if I'm just a student?
I

This question may trigger visions
of the age old twisted verbal dance
employers lead with many job seekers:
"I would hire you if you had experi
ence." "But how do I get experience
unless you give me a job?" Confusing,
isn't it?
You can overcome your lack of
experience through a part-time job or
an internship.
Increasing your knowledge by
reading books and articles on subjects
of interest is a great help. I often work
with students who say they are inter
ested in a particular field but they have
not read anything on the subject.
Take advertising for example.
David Ogilvy's "Confessions Of An
Advertising Man" is an excellent book.
"Ad Week"and "Ad Age" magazines are
also very good publications. Students
who state an interest in business rarely
read The Wall Street Journal.
If you have any interest in a par
ticular field you must begin to read re
lated publications. Just like when you
write a term paper, the more you read,
the more likely you will find something
of particular interest, something that

motivates continued research and, ul
timately, is worthy of sharing with a
potential employer.
Part-time jobs are excellent ways
to observe. You may not have a sophis
ticated job, but you can learn by watch
ing those performing more challeng
ing roles. A salesperson can, and
should, observe the actions of a man
ager. A receptionist can observe the ac
tions of a physician, attorney, or other
professional. Learning by doing is fine
(if you can get the job), but learning by
watching isn't a bad alternative.
Internships are perhaps the most
challenging and meaningful way to
gain experience. I encourage every stu
dent (and recent graduate) to actively
explore this option. The Co-op and In
tern Program, our philosophical and
logistical neighbors on the second floor
of McConchie Hall, offers amazing ser
vices. This program provides the means
by which students can gain academi
cally-based co-op (short for "coopera
tive education," meaning you get aca
demic credit) and internship experi
ence, for academic credit. Everything
begins with a visit to the office. Dedi

cated professionals will teach you ev
erything you need to know about their
program. Take advantage of it while
you can.
For seniors who think it's too late
to do an internship, or for any student
who thinks he or she cannot afford to
pay for extra units, it may be too late.
However, it is never too late to negoti
ate a meaningful experience with an
employer. Chat with a Career Services
counselor if you have questions about
how todevelop an informal internshiplike opportunity. Also, begin planning
now for a formal experience next se
mester. The Co-op and Intern Program
offers regular orientations to begin the
process. Visit McConchie Hall to sign
up for a session.
Until next week, remember re
search with a "p" spells P-R-E-S-E-A-RC-H. That should identify the impor
tance of conducting paper and pencil
(books and notes) and people-to-people
(information conversations) research
and highlight when it takes place. Re
search must be done before embarking
on a job search if you are to be trulyeffective in gaining employment.

Part III: Advice for the
echnologically challenged
MACLEAN FLOOD
Pocifican Staff Writer

The United States has come to
a transitional point. We drift in
limbo between the so-called Infor
mation Age and the days of typewrit
ers and ink.
Computers are getting more ef
ficient and more reliable, but noth
ing beats pen, ink and paper. Think
about the last time a pen burst and
how much of your essay was unread
able. Think about the last time your
computer crashed—you lost evervthing.
New technology must become
more reliable. A computer must be
as trustworthy as pen.
In response to last week's ad
vice on floppy disks, Jeffrey
Schwartz, student manager of the
bookstore's computer department

writes: "Your advice on using tape on a
floppy disk was poor, in my opinion.
You should never put an adhesive sub
stance inside a floppy disk drive (albeit
the label that is affixed to the disk)"
I couldn't agree more. My point
is, however, that in an emergency situ
ation (stress on the "emergency") you
can trick a computer into thinking the
disk was formatted properly.
I apologize if my advice wasn't
clear.
Schwartz also writes: "I also felt
that you were attempting to write an
article for non-technical persons, yet at
times your article tended to get some
what technical."
I am trying to appeal to everyone,
from the novice to the expert. Perhaps
I need to focus more on one group? I
would welcome your opinion on the
subject.

Have you ever played with a video
game machine? They always work,
don t they? When was the last time
your Sega Genesis crashed or got a vi
rus?
When a younger child buys a
video game machine it must work flaw
lessly. This does not seem to be the case
for our more conventional computers.
What are the differences between
a video game machine and the com
puter? Video game machines can now
telecommunicate, and they have the
same processor and CD ROM drives.
I will acknowledge that the tradi
tional computer has much more mass
appeal among professionals. However
the day that a Sega Genesis comes out
with a laser quality printer, a decent
word processor and a keyboard will be
the day I honestly consider a switch.

The
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Top ten reasons
to wear combat
boots on
campus..,
10. If we can't beat Nebraska in footbj
at least we can kick them where
counts.
9. Increase of construction workers#
campus has created a new fas|%
trend—boots and orange safety vest
8. Available cheap at Army surplus tr
save up for next year's parking fee;
crease.
7. The five mile hike to your parkint
spot.
6. The insistence of the University tow
ate a "walking campus."
5. In the event of post WASC riot, da
to loss of accreditation.
4. Campus construction by quadsmore traction needed to jump trench
3. The bathrooms.
2. Tendency of students to alleviateuitl
necessary stomach pressure (vomilj
all over residence hallways afterc
combination of frat party and cam
pus dining food.
1. Rice farming on campus lawns.
Compiled by MacLean Ftaf

Do po have m
anecdotes for
Advice for the
technologically
challenged?"
Contact MacLean
Flood at 946-2115-

'
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If you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance.
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

FREE CLASSES

[ANELL BAUER
Pocifican guest writer
I'm standing on the steps and
pulse over me—strong lightstransparent. My knees, or
my identity, feels weak. I lean
the brick wall I've nailed to my
back.

A stranger, about six feet even,
stumbles to where I've been affixed,
where I am trying to hide. "Come with
me," he slobbers. His eyes are vacant,
jut his hands are alive. I feel my waist
)eing cradled, strangled by his thick
arms. Couples find each other, indi
viduals scamper about the dance floor.
Where is the crowd? Why don't they
stop him?
Each step frustrates me. Why do I
)ay so much for this damn school if
they can't even keep up with mainte
nance? My fingers scrape the walls as I
grasp for a firm hold. My hands are
sweating. He gropes desperately for my
ass. I chuckle at his futile search, then
gasp when fingers knead my flesh. My
stomach growls as 1 remember that the
prices have been raised in the Summit.
Funny how the amount I can put on
my meal plan has not changed.
"Go ahead, sit down, my bed's on
the bottom. I'll just close the door." I
hardly have the patience to understand
his slurred speech. I laugh as he turns
the lights out. How suave. He gropes at

my body and, caressing my legs, pulls
at my clothes, trying to take as much
as he can. My knees are weak, my head
throbs. He grabs his belt and pulls
down his pants. I chuckle at his
scrawny legs, pale and dry like shriv
eled coconut.
His arms are much stronger; thick
and strong and out of proportion with
his body. I can feel him lying on top of
me. My flesh is clammy, dead. "This is
so great," he moans. I scream, and he
kisses me. Pain swells through my body
as I think of how long it will take me to
pay off my student loan. Deep inside I
feel raped. Not by this child fumbling,
dripping sweat on my innocent flesh. I
can see the fear in his eyes. I shudder
as I think of the numerous administra
tors taking advantage of my young
body. I'm giving a piece of myself for
each penny I give to this school.
"Charge it to my student account," I
slur.
I feel him thrust deep inside me.
"Another nickel to pay for lunch." He
pulls violently out from inside me. "An
other twenty five for parking," and
with that he comes inside me.
He walks out of the room to
shower and says: "Seventy five dollars
for parking isn't so bad. It's $736 at Ber
keley."
Maybe they're right. Maybe the
price of my body is not to much to pay.

2nd Set of Prints

Bring in your color film for developing & printing at
the regular price . . . Get a Second Set of Prints

FREE!
VONEDA
JAPANESE

RESTAURANT
SINCE 1970

A u

Authentic Japanese Cuisine
Sushi • Tempura • Teriyaki • Sukiyaki

477-1667
1101 E. March Lane Suite #M

THENTIC JAPANESE CUISINE

Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard
color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Standard sizeoroversized 4 X 6

((torn
iCobiwatch
\ System/
"Processing by Qunlrx"

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
Sale end* October 6, 1^'L

A
PPLE COMPUTER]
EGG-CITING .
D
EMONSTRATIONS
1
FREE FMA HJJ

TVO-FOR-ONE
PRINT SM.E
S am - 5

10 am - 2 pm

pm • Bookstore Electronics Dept

S,52 to (Jout what* or. those rolls of film thatycu shot at£am In
thXm Mil. Got a sooord sot of print* FKEE durirg th,s
rurs through 10/2/94). Share the memories with your roommate s
yet. with the friends back home that don't beheve your dorm stones.

FREE COPIES

n

10 am - 2 pm

What

6:00-5:00

LUNCH SPECIAL
51.00 OFF
launch in the Redwood Room.

Up to five (5) pages copied on a Mita
Copier. Courtesy of Lloyd's Copies.

Time

19-1S -12:45 • Center Patio
a package that
The UOF Packaging Store
a threfi story drop from
will protect your
rXter Prizes will be awarded.

Representatives from Apple
Computer will be on hand toil
demonstrate the latest Power
Macintoshes and peripherals
from the leader in computer
innovations. Find
out why the
Macintosh is
the number one
choice of college
students
everywhere.

Coupon valid 9/29/94 only.

1994 OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Where

Sponsored By

Bookstore Sale

Bookstore

Bookstore

6:00 - 5:30

Gallery Exhibition "Small Pointings"
by Tibisay Geis, Sebastopol Artist

Art Gallery

McCaffrey Center/Student Activities

10:00-2:00

Off Campus Vendors

Bomar Commons Sidewalk

Bookstore/McCaffrey Center

11:00 -1:00

Free Video Games

McCaffrey Center Game Room

McCaffrey Center/Student Activities

11:00-1:30

Dunk-A-Dude

Bomar Commons Lawn

McCaffrey Center/Student Activities

11:15-1:30

Bar-B-Que

Bomar Commons Lawn

Dining Services/ARA

11:15-1:30

Make Your Own Shortcake

Patio

ARA/Summit

Live Jazz featuring 1990 Alum

Patio Stage

ASUOP/Upbeat

Live Jazz Featuring Piano Soloist

Redwood Deck

ASUOP/Upbeat

McCaffrey Center

Bookstore

11:15-1:30

Bill Esparza
11:15-1:30

Brian Withlcomb

12:15-12:45

Egg Drop Contest

6:00

Movie Showing: "When A Man Loves
A Woman"(free popcorn)

Theater

ASUOP/Upbeat /McCaffrey Center/
Student Activities

T-SHIRT GRAB UNIVERSITY
75% OFF
BOOKSTORE
Selected UOP Wearables

Books . . . and a whole lot more!

Look for the "Grab Table!"

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

e>
ordered a roast beef and a pastrami
sandwich for some friends I was meet
ing for dinner.
The sandwiches come specially
packaged so they don't fall apart the
[IAN MITCHELL
first time you bite into them. There are
cificon S t a f f W r i t e r
clean
tables and chairs outside the en
was traveling down Ben)amin
trances,
under the porch.
nrive when I felt a nagging sensaThe
deli not only includes sand
i usually associated with hunger.l
wiches
but
it also has an extensive as
Idenly remembered that Podestos,
sortment of Italian plates, ranging from
illy specialized grocery store in
spinach tota to ravioli. I know from
ckton, had a deli sandwich shop.
previous
dinning experience that the
1 found a rare
spinach tota is ex
Irking place near
cellent.
OVERALL
RATING
entrance, turned
I took my
my engine and
sandwiches,
irried in.
which you can pay
I filled out a
1=Poor, 2=0K,
for at the deli
landwich order"
3=000(1, 4=Outstandinq
counter
or up
t, which lets you
front
with
grocer
atomize a sandies, and was on my way out the door.
Ich to your tastes. You can chose from
The sandwiches are very large and
ide variety of breads, meats, cheeses,
filling,
especially when you order them
id fixings.
with
all
the fixings. A sandwich and a
The bread ranges from their "fasoda
can
really make a meal.
ous Dutch Crunch roll" to French
The
feedback I got from my com
lead. The meats available are turkey,
panions
on
the roast beef sandwich was
1im, roast beef, pastrami, salami, tuna
complimentary,
but the pastrami
Salad, chicken salad, and seafood. The
lacked
the
abundance
which makes a
Jieeses range from jack to hot pepper.
good sandwich. My turkey sandwich
Ihi can choose from a wide variety of
was great. I could eat a Podesto's sand
Icings, including: lettuce, tomato,
wich and never get tired of it. Podesto's
Ickles, onions, sprouts, mayo and
makes your sandwich to order, which
Ilustard.
means you have to wait a few minutes.
1 ordered turkey on a Dutch
You can also call ahead and order.
runch roll, with all the fixings. 1 also

lining Out:

odesto s
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Morris Chapel
History and Service
BARBARA PARRISH
Pacifican Staff Writer

Wedding bells in your future?
Many couples choose to exchange their
wedding vows on campus at Morris
Chapel.
This chapel was built in 1942 and
has since been a place of worship for
students of all religious faiths. Morris
Chapel is available to open to people
both within and beyond the Univer
sity community.
The Chapel can be scheduled for
public use every day of the week.
Couples planning their wedding can
reserve the Chapel for a two hour pe
riod, which is plenty of time to prepare,
seat guests, and take photographs. The
wedding fee includes the services of the
Chapel staff for scheduling, planning

Appointment * (209)464 -5916

DISCOVER THE EL DORADO BREWING
COMPANY.. STOCKTON'S NEW BREWPUB! WE
SPECIALIZE IN CUSTOM BREWED BEVERAGES
AND DELICIOUS FOOD AT PRICES YOU CAN
LIVE WITH. TRY OUR SPECIAL FOOD ITEMS
SUCH AS SWEET POTATO FRIES, VEGETARIAN
CHILI AND LOUISIANA GUMBO. WE ALSO
HAVE SPECIAL BEVERAGES SUCH AS GOURMET
CREAM SODA, BUTTERSCOTCH SODA AND
ROOT BEER.
HAPPY HOUR IS 3-6 PM WEEKDAYS. OPEN
11AM TO 10PM DAILY.

Ever want whiter teeth?
.You can have them done naturally NOW!
• Quick Start Bleaching
• At Home Bleaching
• Bonding and Porcelain Vaneers
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry
• Ultrasonic Cleaning
• Easy and Gentle Care

• Customized Cosmetic Evaluation
and Treatment
»Video Imaging
> Tooth Colored Crowns
• Located Close to Campus
• Most Insurance Acoepted

OPEN FOR LUNCH
ORDERS TO GO!

50% off your Bleaching
Treatment with this coupon

So Hurry Over!

Valid until 12-1-94

Lester H. Low, DDS
5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association

f r your Preferred appointment
MemL?^
'nDer • a
•°
,v,c

ST
Joaouin rS

Cali,ornia d

San

Dental Ass°ciation.

Assoaat|Ob

JOaquin Dental Society

-

HAVE AN
OUT-OFSTOCKTON
XPERIENCE
JUST 1/2
MILE FROM
CAMPUS!

T ifness

(With Class Schedule) Gillfor

and guidance.
Many couples findMorris Chapel
to be a beautiful setting for an impor
tant occasion. The Sanctuary window
above and behind the altar not only
adds to the beauty, but brings an inter
esting history to the Chapel.
The Sanctuary window came
from the Temple Methodist Church in
San Francisco. Before being presented
to Morris Chapel, the window was on
display in the Temple of Religion at the
Golden Gate International Exposition
in 1939-1940. The Three principal fig
ures in the window represent faith, love
and hope.
For scheduling information
couples can call the Chapel Office in
Colliver Hall at 946-2538. The Chapel
staff can provide information about
available dates and fees.

EL DORADO BREWERY & CAFE

• 4 Tanning Beds
' 1 Tanning stand-up
' 7 Tone America I ables
9 K^rstePP7r< Treadmill, Stationary Bike
* Not just for women

20 /o Student Discount

I

CALL 948-ALES

ADAMS AT PACIFIC
BEHIND BASKIN ROBBINS
ON THE MIRACLE MILE

474-3333

—. Member: Pacific Athletic Foundation,
7^—) UOP School of Dentistry Alumni Association

I

_

CLASSIFIEDS

PACE 20

T h e Pocificat

The place to buy, sell and inform at UOl
Torli
Penter Drive,
Hriim Suite '1
Tech Center

F O R SALE:

• A A A
INCREASE THE AMOUNT
Of RAM ON YOUR COM
PUTER: 1MB SIMMs, 80ns
$27 —4MB SIMMs, 70ns
$150 • HURRY while sup
plies last! • Reserve yours
TODAY • For availability &
compatability, Call 9432462 or e-mail
vsengsou@uop.cs.uop.edu
Refrigerator, 1 year-old,
compact, energy efficient,
I perfect for dorm room! $80
I or Best Offer. Leave Message
at 943-2462.

JOBS:
A A A A
PART-TIME
LOCAL JOBS
ENTERTAINER WANTED,
male and female, good pay,
we train. Must have trans| portation and telephone.
Prefer persons now pursuing
I entertainment industry
goals. Personality and
enjoyment of people a
must. Call John at 463-6248
Lodi Comfort Inn seeks
Front Desk Clerk, 20-30
| hours/week, $5.50/hour.
Contact Steve Kim in
I person, 118 N. Cherokee,
Lodi, 1-367-4840.
David Stull, Financial
Planner, seeks Office
Assistant mornings M-F,
$5/hourASAP! Contact
David at 957-1673.
Kathy Chinciolo seeks
I Elementary School Teacher's
Helper 10 hours/week to
I assist in classroom and
I grade papers, $6/hour.
English majors, or strong
English background,
| preferred. Contact 4772470.
[ Champs seeks Salespersons
| 20-25 hours/week, $4.50/
hour to start. Contact Kipp
Kern in person at Sherwood
Mall, 478-8280.

Nine West Shoe Outlet seeks
Assistant Managers for
Outlet Store in Tracey. Call
Emily Spencer, (916) 9856071.
Lincoln Village Academy in
Lincoln Village West, seeks
Pre- and After- school Child
Care Professional t supervise
students 2-13 years of age,
flexible, M-F, $5.50 hour.
Contact Paula Camp, 9571021.

Joan Darrah seeks
Housecleaner, $8.25/hour, 5
hours/week, Fridays pre
ferred. Contact Joan Darrah
951-6556.
Regional Youth Services seeks
Counselor for Residential
Treatment Program for
emotionally disturbed youth
$5.50/hour. Flexible hours.
21 years old. Good driving
record. Non-smoker. Social
Science Major. Contact:
Sheryl Kluznick, 369-3596.
Kennedy Veterinarian Clinic
in Lodi seeks Veterinary
Assistant. Monday, Wednes
day, and Friday Mornings
and/or afternoons. $5.25/
hour or more depending on
experience. Contact: Dr.
Peckham, DVM, 369-0231 or
stop by for application
Tuesday or Thursday eve
nings.
24 Hour Nautilus seeks
Counselors/ Management
Trainees/ Front Desk Recep
tionists/ Personal Trainers for
new Stockton facility. $5.00/
hour plus commission.
Contact Allison Smith, 1800-766-7444, Ext 3194.
UOP School of Pharmacy
seeks Computer Network
Assistant. Must have
Macintosh, IBM/DOS,
Windows, Word, and Excel
knowledge. Computer
Science, MIS, or Engineering
Majors preferred. Workstudy
preferred, but not required.
Contact: Celest BamesThomas, 946-2561.

Pacific Car Wash seeks
Cashier, Tuesdays and
I Thursdays mornings, $4.25/
Circuit City seeks Customer
hour. Contact Tammy
Service/Cashier. $4.50-6.00/
tasfro7?7835ra
j "tow." PosrHwrsinvartmiT~~
departments of store. Con

tact Valerie Rainey 4738800. Visit store at 4994
Claremont for application.

El Dorado Brewing Company
seeks Dishwashers and
Cooks. $4.25 +/hour de
pending on experience.
Flexible hours. Contact
Kristopher Lund, 948-ALES/
948-2537.
Cynthia Flannery seeks
Childcare. $6/hourplus
mileage. 2:45-6pm Mon
days, Tuesdays, and Thurs
days. Call 948-3393.

A A A A
UOP WORK-STUDY JOBS
COP/Biological Sciences
seeks Lab Assistant. $4.25/
hour 10 hours/week. Con
tact Giner Hudson in Class
room 227.
School of Education/Educa
tional Resource Center seeks
Writing Tutors to work oneon-one with students on
writing assignments and
papers. $6/hour 2-10 hours/
week. Contact Scott Evans,
Educational Resource Center,
Bannister Hall, 946-2846,
and bring two samples of
course work.
Purchasing Department
seeks Student Worker. $4.25/
hour M,W, and Friday
mornings or afternoons,
flexible. Contact Reno
Berbano at 946-2206.
Office of International
Programs Seeks World on
Wednesday Program Assis
tant. $4.25 hour 5 hours/
week. Contact Patricia
Liddle or Linda Acton, x2591
or visit Bechtel Center Office
of International Programs.

KUOP Radio Station seeks
News, Operations, Produc
tion, and Marketing persons.
Visit office in Hand Hall to
apply.
KUOP Radio Station seeks
Technical Assistant. $4.75/
hour. 10 hours/week. Pick
up application in Hand Hall.
Contact: Scott Merans.
School of Engineering seeks
Clerical Support. $5.00/
hour. 5-10 hours/week.
Contact Roxanne Bava,
Baun Hall, 3rd Floor, 9462152.
School of Engineering seeks
Tutor. $5.00/hour. 2-5
hours/week. Tutor Math
ematics, Engineering and
Science Achievement (MESA)
students at local middle and
high schools. Contact
Dionetta Young or Roxanne
Bava, Baun Hall, 3rd Floor,
946-2152.
Chemistry Department seeks
Stockroom Assistants. $4.25/
hour. 10 hours/week.
Contact Jim Santos, 9462605.
• A A A
FULL-TIME CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
For complete postings and
for job search coaching
regarding resume writing,
cover letters, employer
contacts, interviewing, and
self-initiated search tech
niques, contact UOP Career
Services
Kellog Sales Company, 7755
Center Avenue, Suite 390,
Huntington Beach, 92647,
(714) 892-4222, (800) 8266560, FAX (800) 624-6668.

Automatic Data Processing
Seeks District Manager
Quad Dining/ARA seeks Line
Trainee for entry-level sales,
Servers/Runners. $5/hour 10
responsible for sale of ADP
hours/week. Contact Quad
ES services; specifically
Dining Manager in person.
payroll, tax, filing, and
related human resource
information services. Large
Mathematics Department
base salary with commis
seeks Office Assistant. $5.15/
sions and car allowance.
hour. Contact Carolina
Contact: Tom Pinocci,
-QwrogaocP-ennis Parker.aU.
lanal Sales,Qirector, 9310.
Classroom Building 106.

170, SAC 95826, (916) 255
0260, FAX 361-3824.
Meldisco seeks manage
ment trainees, contact Mikf
Bush, 5400 Auburn Blvd
SAC 95841, (800) 2881021.
Sytstem Integrators Inc,
seeks MIS, Computer
Science, Engineering candi
dates, or business or jour
nalism candidates with
technical background for
Application Engineer to
provide customer support,
training, installation and
product development.
Prefer experience with
Pascal, Windows, C, Net
working, OS2, IBM PC
(compatible). UNIX and/or
MAC a plus. Contact
Sharon Ehrardt, Recruit
ment (COL/AE), PO Box
13626, SAC 95853, (916)
929-9481, FAX 928-1168.

MISC:
A

A

FUNDRA1SING. Choose
from 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days.
No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for yourself.
Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65
$$$$$STUDENT HOUSING$$$$$ Money available
now from US govt. Qualifi
cations Rush $7.00 to Info
Data, 4642 E. Chapman Av.
Ste. #206-P, Orange, CA
92669
MANTECA ROOMMATES
WANTED. Large 4BD house
with hot tub. Students
preferre d. No drugs,
smokers, kids. 823-1340 ask
for George.

Buy a
Classified
for only

$1

per line
Call

946-2115

..en's

Soccer club Is
Ofcn the prowl

villi.
Suite

^

'16)

The UOP Men's Soccer Club
jrted their league schedule off on the
foot by trouncing Long Beach

A.

St

ft 1

Ewn without coach Luis Rojas,
o had a previous commitment with
Olympic Development Program
am the club dominated with allound great play. In particular, team
!nc, otains Mark Mermelstein and Craig
bardi had powerful performances.
The tone was set early on by
rmelstein who scored twice in the
ming eight minutes, both times retiessly chasing down the defense
.d causing the opponents to make
istakes on which he could capital. The entire Tiger midfield played an
cellent game by spreading the field
it and using an intelligent ground
mtrol game that left their opponents
letth nothing to do but chase.
Walter Olvia also was admirable
nd/i his first start in the net. The defense
as solid throughout the game led by
Ivia and Lombardi, who played
irough a painful foot injury sustained
an earlier game. Gustavo Parrilla and
ichael Vexler also had great perfor
ates that stopped most attacks durng the contest.
The only defensive lapse came at
tate

the beginning of the second half, and
was due more to the incredible drib
bling of Long Beach senior Richard
Dare than to any defensive deficiency.
But perhaps more important
than the sparkling defense was the fact
that UOP's slumbering offense was
awakened, with five different Tigers
scoring a total of eight points. In addi
tion to Mermelstein's two goals,
Hussain Salmeen scored three times,
establishing himself as the top goal
scorer of the team.
Kevin Pitto and Guadalupe
Juarez both scored goals off thedribble
in the second half. Arguably the pret
tiest goal of the game was scored by
midfielder Keith Hammond who,
from a beautiful pass by Pitto, calmly
blasted the ball from outside the 18yard box to the upper-left hand cor
ner of the goal past the diving fresh
man keeper from Long Beach State.
With a 3-0-1 record, the UOP
Men's Soccer Club's morale is ex
tremely high. They have a road game
tomorrow, Sept. 30, against Menlo
Community College. T hen they de
part for the most important road trip
of the season, facing three league
teams in three days, next weekend.

'omen's soccer battles
he nation's best
tf^EOFF MILLER

ocifican s t a f f w r i t e r
Pacific's Woman's Soccer team
continued its losing streak last Friday,
osing to Stanford. The T iger's played
I eir third match against a top ranked
earn. Stanford was ranked number
°ur in thenation. The Tiger's were not
S'ven much of a chance going into the
IthpT- ^esP'te
odds against them,
(garne^8 °nCe a^a'n P'aYed a tough
L/0:the Ti8ers< the game against
Fanford was going to be all defense.

i asnir, 'FcF defense earned their money
| s tanford. The defense holding

Stanford to one goal in the first half.
At half time the score was one to one.
The Tigers only goal against
Stanford came in the forty-second
minute by freshman, Dana Vasquez.
Vasquez's unassisted goal is the teams
first goal in several weeks.
In the second half the defense
could not hold off Stanford. The Car
dinal scored two more goals in the sec
ond half to make the final score 3-1.
Yvette Valdez once again had a
great performance with ten saves, but
it was not enough to steal a victory.
The Tigers next home game is
against U.C. Davis on October 6,in A. A.
Stagg Memorial Stadium, at 7:30p.m.

Women's Field Hockey edged
by Stanford University
GEOFF MILLER
Pacifican staff
writer
The
Women's
Field Hockey team got
off to a rough start this
year. The Tiger's have a
record of zero wins and
six losses.
Despite having no
wins this season, Coach
Carla Konet feels that
they are a good team.
The Tigers have
been close in all their
six losses. Most re- senior Wendy DuShane (16) finds a clear field driving against the
cently, the 1 igersplayed Stanford Cariiinals.
Photo bvAlexandra Garschagai.
against the Stanford
.
______
Cardinal. For both
off of broken defensive plays in the
teams, this was the first game in Cali
fornia for over a week.
striking zone.
Coach Konet felt the team played
Both Pacific and Stanford were
well. The team successfully recovered
completing long east coast road trips.
from an early injury to senior forward
Going into the game Saturday, both
Wendy Dushane. The team made the
teams were evenly matched. It was just
necessary adjustments to carry on.
a matter of which team would capital
Coach Konet feels her team needs
ize on the breaks. The game was close
to
have
better possessions beyond the
through it's entirety.
twenty-five yard line, and the need to
At half time the score was 1 to 1.
take more shots, emphasizing the Ti
The tying shot came in the last min
gers were out shot by Stanford.
utes of the half, off a corner penalty
Up next for the Tigers are home
shot.
games against Santa Clara and Davis
The game ended in a 2-1 loss for
and Elkins on Oct. 4 and Oct. 6.
the Tigers. Both shots by Stanford came

SHARE YOUR RECREATIONAL EXPERIENCES
T h e Pacifican Sports d e p a r t m e n t is c u r r e n t l y l o o k i n g f o r
s t u d e n t s t o s h a r e t h e i r r e c r e a t i o n a l a n d o u t d o o r experi
ences i n a ' F i r s t - p e r s o n ' s t o r y .
H a v e you recently g o n e b u n g e e - j u m p i n g , s k y - d i v i n g , o r
c l i m b e d M t . W h i t n e y ? Let u s k n o w !
Call Ceoff at 946-21 15
and share your adventures with the University.

Discount
Liquors & Tobacco

LOCATED IN MAYFAIR SHOPPING CENTER
6101 N. El Dorado

[$j off every $10 purchase |

Stockton, CA 95267

I

Dinner & Limosuine Ride for 2
Black Angus & Gemini Limosuine
Name
Address.
Phone Number

with UOP ID

I

1 per customer • expiresOctJ 5

|

(209)
477-7353

"Best Liquor & Tobacco in Town"

Using the baseball in economy
classrooms hits 'A' homerun

SPORTS CALENDAR

THURSDAY, SEPT. 29
Water Polo vs. Long Beach State, Chris Kjeldsen Pool, 4:00 PM
Women's Volleyball at Nevada, 7:00 PM
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
Water Polo vs. UC Santa Barbara, Kjeldsen Pool, 3:00 PM
SATURDAY, OCT. 1
Women's Tennis host Pacific Pro-Am (exhibition fundraiser), Brookside
Courts, all day
Water Polo at Northern Cal Tournament, Stanford University, all day
Field Hockey at UC Santa Barbara, noon
Women's Volleyball at New Mexico State, 3:00 PM
Soccer at Oregon State, 3:00 PM
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
Women's lennis host Pacific Pro-Am, Brookside Courts, all day
Water Polo at Northern Cal Tournament, all day
Soccer at Washington State, 10:00 AM
MONDAY, OCT. 3
Golf hosts Robertson Homes Invitational, Stockton Country Club,
Soccer at Gonzaga, 3:00 PM
TUESDAY, OCT. 4
Golf hosts Robertson Homes Invitational, Stockton Country Club, all day
Women's Volleyball vs. Santa Clara, A.G. Spanos Center, 7:30 PM
Soccer at Gonzaga, 3:00 PM

Volleyball wins Friday, loses Saturday

continued from page 23

ique Benton-Bozman led the team with
25 kills.
The Rainbows seemed to be emo
tionally fueled after the loss and came
back the next day to pound the Tigers
in three straight sets. Pacific really
couldn't get into the flow of the game
on Saturday, as the serving that had
worked so well only a night ago was
now ineffective.
"Eliminating the receiving errors
was the key," Hawaii coach Dave Shoji
told The Record of Stockton. "We went

from 14 last night to one tonight."
Another key factor in the Tiger
loss was the defensive shutdown of
Benton-Bozman's hitting, which was
whittled down to .143, far below her
average on the season. Benton-Bozman
was the only player on the team to
reach double-digits in kills.
The Tigers also struggled with
their passing and.defense. Playing
unenthused defense, the Tigers re
corded a dismal 44 digs Saturday as
compared to a tally of 59 in Friday's tri
umph.

BRINC '
IN THIS AP
AND CETA
T-SHIRT |
Free!

MARCO BUSCAGLIA
College Press Service
Now it's official. For the first time
since 1904, there will be no World Se
ries.
Roger Maris' homerun record is
safe, Tony Gwynn must put aside his
quest for the game's first .400 batting
average since that of Ted Williams, and
the Cleveland Indians have to forego
their chance at a berth in post season
play, potentially their first since 1954.
But even though Major League
Baseball's strike-plagued season was
canceled Sept. 14, talk of the National
Pastime is still alive among students at
colleges across the country.
In fact, they're debating the strike
now more than ever—and it's not on
local sports talk radio stations or in the
dorms. Instead, it's in economics class
rooms, where professional sports is
more thanpart of the conversation be
fore class begins; it's the main subject.
Increasingly, advanced econom
ics classes that focus on professional
sports have sprouted up across the na
tion, and this year, the baseball strike
is the number-one topic.
Leeds is teaching an economics
course on professional sports for the
first time this fall at Temple University
in Philadelphia. He says he proposed
the class because, like Baird, he figured
it was a good way for students to make
a connection to the often-difficult ma
terial.
"I'm always preaching that eco
nomics can be used to explain a lot
more than the production of widgets,"
I.eeds says. "I think it's important to
try to use economic theories in as
many different settings as possible."

"We will not lack for
this year, that's for sure," Baird $,
" The baseball strike is a perfect exam'
of the economic problems in sports;
day, and hockey players and
players are talking about striking j
the same reasons."
Echoing most fans, Baird s®
that the baseball strike boils down,
one thing: money. "It's about this
nopoly, and all the owners are tryjj
to figure out how to split the monopo fc
revenue," he says. "Who do yousii
with? The millionaire players or t)
millionaire owners? There are sou
pretty complex issues involved in ft
entire process."
6
Brehm isn't as sure. "1 have
hard time believing that people ut
pay $180 million for a baseball fa
chise are the type to lose money," I)
says. "I don't think the owners, or ft
players for that matter, are as hard u:
as they claim to be."
Jennifer Juersivich says sheer
rolled in the course not because of tie
interest in sports, but because she km
the material itself would be interesting
"I enjoy football, but I'm not whatya
would call an avid fan," she says."
took the class because it was somethinj
different. Instead of just studyingeco
nomic theory and not having anythinj
for analysis, we have all these example
in professional sports to look at. Yoc
actually see these theories in action.

Delta
continued from page 23
dents were interested in the rowim
boats from the defunct UOP Rowinj
Club that are sitting at the dock.
Sea-Doos and ski boats are avail
able at Five Star Boat Rentals, direct!'
to the right of Buckley's Cove. In ordfl
to get there, follow March Lane pastth
1-5 freeway all the way to the end. Looi
for signs that read: "Get Wet. Sea-hoot
and Pro-Am ski boat rentals at $
dock."

345 North Wilson Way • Stockton, CA 95205 • (209) 9 - „
.7514 Murray Drive • Stockton, CA 95210- (209) 477-92»|

The Future of Fitness

STOCKTON: 472*2400
,4'SO CUREMONT AVE.
(NIXTTO CIRCUIT CITY)

CALL NOW!

" L0CAT,0« AND CROWINC! FOR THE CLUB NEAR YOU, CALL t-800 24

(209) 475-6290 - Catering Available
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4 • Stockton, CA 95207
Across trom the Hilton Entrance
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nidA/omen's

Cross Country
ff to a running start

tijj E L I C I A R O W L E Y

lOP Cross Country c o a c h

idf(

On Sept. 24, we traveled to Davis
the high powered, elite caliber
,r
ie invitational that consisted of 120
ers. The overall winner was a high
rhool sophomore named Julia, with
tune in the high 17:00 minutes. She
lso was the overall winner at the San
franrisco invitational. Pacific finished
)Urth in the team competition.
Freshman Gwen Twist, entering
ler first collegiate race finished in a
line of 20:38. She stated that she felt
rreat at the first mile with a split of
:05. When she got to the second mile
id her split was over 12 minutes, she
/chologically became discouraged,
[specially wahen so many women
jvere running ahead of her. Welcome
|o division I cross country, Gwen! Re;mber, "some goals are so worthy,
glorious even to fail."
Senior Babette Mattheu finished
In a time of 22:12 in spite of fixing a

5

flat tire on the way to the race. She
could have easily finished under 22
minutes if she did not have to jump
into the race without proper warm-up.
The stress of not getting to the race in
time used up a lot of potential race en
ergy.
Running in her second race,
Aimee Girardot finished in a fine 24:08,
with Vanessa Davies (still recovering
from a puncture wound sustained ear
lier in the season) trailing a few seconds
behind in 24:15. Even though the re
sults show that Amy come in three
places ahead of Vanessa, she insists that
Vanessa surged ahead to the finish.
Sophomore Vickie Sawyer had a
practice race, finishing in 28:06. She is
improving with each race. Her goal is
to run in the 24 minute bracket.
Our next race is on the UOP cam
pus. It is the first time we have hosted a
cross country meet. Our field will be
small, but the competition will be good
for our team.

Delta Adventure
LEE CARLANDER
Pacifican guest writer
After spending an exhilarating
nd exhausting day riding a jet ski on
ie Delta, UOP student Sacha
ildemeyer said she was surprised that
nore people don't do it.
"It was awesome. I never realized
|he Delta was so big. It's huge,"
paldemeyer, a women's volleyball
player, said after returning to campus
from the Delta excursion.
.
^he rental facility is only about
freerniles from campus, or a five-

minute car ride. The jet ski Caldemeyer
chose to ride was a specialized, sit-down
craft called a Sea-Doo. The Sea-Doo is
capable of reaching high speeds and
can accommodate two to three people.
The Delta is a man-made water
way that winds over 1,000 miles. It is
possible to travel all the way to San
Francisco Bay using the Delta.
Harbor master Howard Burns was
interested in getting a UOP discount for
those interested who wish to rent jet
skis. Burns was also curious if UOP stu-

See Delta page 22
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maxwell s bookmark
2103 paciFic avenue

Outside hitter Dominique Benton-Bozman records one of her 25 kills through the hands of
Hawaii defenders.
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen

Tigers split series vs. Hawaii
GINA VISAYA
Pacifican Staff writer
UOP's come-from-behind victory
over Sacramento State in women's vol
leyball Tuesday put the nationally
ranked team back on track after split
ting matches last weekend against Ha
waii.
The Tigers 7-2 overall and ranked
fifth in the nation, struggled in the
non-conference game against the Hor
nets. UOP lost the first game 12-15,
then rallied to win the next three
games 15-6, 15-9 and 15-12 at the
Spanos Center.
Their next mtch is Thursday at
Nevada.

UOPs two-game series against the
Hawaii Rainbows showcased the best
and worst of the team.
Last Friday, the Tigers found
themselves in a position to take the first
match after winning the first two sets,
but Hawaii answered back. The Rain
bows found themselves with a flicker
of hope after winning the next two sets
to bring the match to a fifth and final
set which the Tigers eventually won 158.
Freshman Addie Hauschild pro
vided solid defense with 15 digs to
claim CEC Defensive Player of the
Game honors. Outside hitter Domin-

See Volleyball page 22

WIN-WIN
When You
Did You Know...

Plasma
You Save

Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there is
an on-going need for good quality plasma.
Plasma-based medicines save thousands of
lives, some right here in our community.
Just 3 few hours of your time each month can
help make the difference in someone's life.

Miles compensates you each time you donate.
Depending on how often you donate, you can
receive up to $135 a month!
Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to
help share their good health with people in
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
lives while you earn!

"""'"J tU Mhmlaj 9;]0 hi &:00, llraralaip nights till 9:00
For more
informtion call:

246 East Churph Sltaet
Stockton# CA-95203
(209) 465-0284

m
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Money!
Mires f n c .

SPORTS

Nebraska 70, UOP 21
UOP grapples with powerhouse Nebraska
GEOFF GOODMAN
Sports Editor
11 -> gotta be the shoes! Or perhaps
it was the Astroturf.
On a more realistic note, the un
common natural prowess of the topranked Nebraska Cornhusker football
team made it virtually impossible for
the UOP Tigers to pose any serious
threat of earning an upset.
In the college town of Lincoln,
NE football players are bred to develop
tnto phenoms.
Last Saturday, the National
Championship bound Cornhuskers
showcased 104 of the 111 players on
their roster against UOPin front of sell
out crowd of over 75,000 fanatics. The
team features two Heisman trophy
hopefuls, two Butkus Award candidates
and the probable Lombardi Award win
ner. Anything short of a route against
the Tigers would pull the spot light
away from the nation's elite team.

Inevitable as it seemed, Nebraska
came to play as poised as ever and dis
mantled the slow starting Tigers dur
ing the first two quarters. Pacific (2-2)
matched the Cornhuskers (21-21) in
the second half, but it didn't matter
because UOP trailed 49-0 at the inter
mission.
Odds-makers were right on the
money, favoringNebraska by 49points
in the 70-21 victory.
UOP gets a break this week be
fore starting Big West play the follow
ing Saturday.
Nebraska quarterback Tommie
Frazier and running back Lawrence
Phillips, two Heisman trophy candi
dates, saw limited playing time Satur
day. They made their presence felt
nonetheless.
Frazier led the first quarter attack
that resulted in four touchdowns and
28 Cornhusker points. This alone
would have proved to act as the cush

BOX SCORES: Nebraska vs. Pacific
PACIFIC
NEBRASKA

0
28

0
21

.14
. 14

7 — 21
7 — 70

Neb-Benning 1 run (Sieler kick)
Neb-Phillips 74 run (Sieler kick)
Neb-Schlesinger 8 run (Sieler kick)
' C
Neb-Schlesinger 39 ran (Sieler kick) •'••7 • .'
Neb-Berringer 6 run (Sieler kick) :
Neb-Johnson 15 pass from Berringer IErstad kick)
Neb-Afford 46 pass from Berringer (Erstad kick)
Neb-Muhammad 18 pass from Berringer (Erstad kick)
'' f>ass from Wheelihan (Fleenor kick)
Neb-Childs 1 run (Retzlaff kick)
l'ac-Abdullah 2 run (Fleenor kick)
Neb-Lake.24 pass from Turman (Retzlaff kick)
9
from ^,lers < fleeter kick)
ATTENDANCE-75,273.
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Return Yards
Comp-Att-Int
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

Pacific
20

25-84
290
-2

27-51-2
7-29
1-0

5-37

28:22

the second half leaning on crutch^
hut he isn't expected to miss any gam.and should be ready to play Oct. f
the Tigers first Big West Conferee
match-up.
T hough the T igers chances .w
victory were slim from the start, the
fought for and earned respect again:
the nation's top team. Posting 21 pointin a half against the Coalition Poll)
team is a remarkable feat!
Nebraska is rich in football tradi
tion. T hey are th e eighth most finning
club in history, while head coach Tori
Osborne is the single-most winning
active coach in NCAA. Nebraska's 19s
straight home wins and 197 consecu
tive sellouts at Memorial Stadium art
also currently the nation's longest.
When it comes down to it, Pacific
developed character and earned dignity
in Division I football. For tiie playec
that laced up, the second half will al
ways be their monument.

Pacific takes Nebraska's
best shots in Lincoln
What would you do if it was
your job to schedule UOP's football
season?
Pacific's Athletic Director Bob
Lee and head coach Chuck Shelton
determined the 1994 football sched
ule last year with the original inten
tion of facing the University of Wash
ington in the
—
Sept. 24 slot
for $250,000. Some
time later, UOP was
Sports
offered a more lu
crative deal to face
Nebraska for $400,000.
So why not? After facing the
Cornhuskers three previous times at
Utah State, coach Shelton figured the
benefits would far exceed the draw
backs.

Having the opportunity to mix
things up with the top collegiate
football team must be a Tigers'
dream come true. The possibility of
sustaining an injury- is greater against
a bigger and more physical team, but
that didn't stop the Tigers from go
ing for broke at Memorial Stadium.
Football is
an aggressive
sport. Division I
players hit hard
Editor
with all their
force trying to
get in a crunching tackle at any costs.
If our Tigers are going to make noise
in NCAA football, they can't pass up
these opportunities against the elite
teams.
UOP managed to score three
touchdowns and took the
Cornhuskers' best shots.
While some students claim
UOP only played for the money, the
football would beg to differ. Pacific
received more than the $400,000
wortli of exposure from battling the
cream of the crop. Next years
rematch wall give the Tigers the op
portunity to apply what they have
learned to give Nebraska

GEOFF GOODMAN

Nebraska
32
59-510
189
94
12-224)
1-45
2-1

8-90
31:38

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
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ion to earn the win, but Nebraska
didn't stop there.
Five Cornhuskers rushed for
more than 50-yards a piece, with
Phillips leading the pack. His 138- yard
performance on Saturday makes it the
fourth consecutive week Phillips has
eclipsed the 100- yard rushing mark.
Nebraska gained an astounding 510yards on the ground and amassed 699yards of total offense.
Nebraska's Lombardi Award fa
vorite, offensive tackle Zack Wiegert,
has helped his club average 471 rush
ing yards per game.
The Tigers successfully estab
lished an air attack in the second half,
as Craig Whelihan connected with
wide receiver Tyrone Watley often and
effectively. Watley posted 126 receiv
ing yards, while Whelihan threw only
three second-half incomplete passes.
Cornerback Darius Cunnigan sprained
his right foot and was forced to watch

a*™* 1-9. Btoy 3-5,

iSSSST1
1-15, Carpenter 1-12, Holbein 1^8, Vedral 1-7, £5^wSSl1<Uollns011

'We had one terrible outing
there and played pretty decent games
in the other two. I think the athletes
want to play at places like Nebraska
and there is an atmosphere in Lincoln
that you can't capture in a lot of sta
diums, Shelton said, after the Tigers
bowed down 70-21.
"In the long run, I think it helps
m recruiting because athletes pride
themselves in playing the number
_one team in America "

IMUMiilrall [p. 21). Cross Countu (p. 23) and Soccer (p.

